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We study a class of operators on nilpotent Lie groups G given by convolution
with flag kernels. These are special kinds of product-type distributions whose
singularities are supported on an increasing subspace (0)/V1/ } } } /Vk/ } } } % G.
We show that product kernels can be written as finite sums of flag kernels, that flag
kernels can be characterized in terms of their Fourier transforms, and that flag
kernels have good regularity, restriction, and composition properties.
We then apply this theory to the study of the gb-complex on certain quadratic
CR submanifolds of Cn. We obtain L p regularity for certain derivatives of the
relative fundamental solution of gb and for the corresponding Szego projections
onto the null space of gb by showing that the distribution kernels of these
operators are finite sums of flag kernels.  2001 Academic Press
Contents.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper has two objectives. The first is to develop the properties of
a class of operators on nilpotent Lie groups given by convolution with
certain singular distributions which we call flag kernels. If the underlying
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space is Rn, then these distributions have their singularities supported on
an increasing sequence of subspaces (0)/V1/ } } } /Vk/ } } } /Rn, and
such geometric objects are known as flags. A typical example of a flag
kernel on R2 associated to the sequence of subspaces [(0, 0)]/[(0, y)]/
R2 is the distribution given by integration against the function
K1(x, y)=
1
x(x+@y)
for test function supported away from the subspace [(0, y)]/R2, and
given by an appropriate limit in the general situation. An example of a flag
kernel on R3 associated to the sequence of subspaces [(0, 0, 0)]/[(0, 0, z)]
/[(0, y, z)]/R3 is the distribution given by integration against the function
K2(x, y, z)=
sgn( y) sgn(z)
x - x2+ y2 - x2+ y2+z2
away from the subspace [(0, y, z)] and by an appropriate limit in general.
The precise definition of flag kernels involves certain differential inequalities
and certain cancellation conditions given in Subsection 2.3 below. Convolu-
tion with a flag kernel is a special cases of what are often called product
singular integrals. These have been studied by many authors; see, for example,
[FS82a, CF85, Jou85, RS92, MRS95]. The proto-typical example of such
an operator is the multiple Hilbert transform
Tf (x1 , ..., xn)=pv |
Rn
f (x1& y1 , ..., xn& yn)
dy1 } } } dyn
y1 } } } yn
.
More generally, product kernels satisfy differential inequalities and cancellation
conditions which are analogous to that of the distribution pv[1(x1 } } } xn)].
While the theory of product kernels is satisfactory in many respects, one
defect is that the class of product operators is not closed under passage to
a quotient subgroup. To see this, consider the triple Hilbert transform on
R3, and consider the operator that arises when passing to the quotient sub-
group R2 obtained by the mapping (x, y, z)  (x& y, x&z). This process
amounts to integrating the kernel 1xyz over cosets of the line spanned by
the vector (1, 1, 1). The result is not a product kernel, which would be
singular along two lines in R2, but rather a sum of kernels which are
singular along a total of three lines.
We are motivated to define and study the class of flag kernels by certain
examples, discussed below, in which it is natural to analyze operators by
first lifting them to a product of nilpotent Lie groups. Here the product
structure plays a crucial role, and one is quickly led to study product
singular integrals. However, one then wants to pass back to the original
setting which is the quotient of a product of groups by a central subgroup.
It seems hard to deal with the resulting singular distributions in terms of
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product singularities, but it becomes more natural to characterize them in
terms of sums of flag singularities.
The second objective of this paper, to which we have already alluded, is
to study operators naturally associated to the  b complex on CR sub-
manifolds of the form
7A={(z, w) # Cn_Cm } Im[wj]= :
n
k=1
a jk |zk |
2 1 jm= ,
where A=[a jk] is an m_n real matrix. We wish to study the Szego projec-
tions onto the null space of the operator  b in degree p for 0pn, and
also certain fundamental solution for the corresponding Laplacians gb .
The manifolds 7A naturally carry the structure of homogeneous nilpotent
Lie groups GA of Step 2. We answer two kinds of questions about these
operators.
(1)(a) What are the regularity properties of the Szego projection
operators in various function spaces, such as L p(GA)? They are defined as
bounded operators on L2, but it is not a priori clear that they are bounded
on any other Lebesgue spaces.
(b) The relative fundamental solution operators for gb should be
smoothing of order two in an appropriate sense, so one does not expect
them to be bounded on L2 or on any L p. However, one might expect that
certain derivatives of these solution operators are bounded in Lebesgue
spaces L p(GA). What are the sharp estimates of this type?
(2) Since these operators all commute with left translation on GA ,
they are each given by convolution with a homogeneous distributions on
the group. What is the nature of the singularities of these distributions?
One particular example is the case in which 7A is the boundary of the
Siegel upper half space, and thus carries the structure of the Heisenberg
group H1 or Hn . In these cases, the homogeneous distributions that arise
have been studied by many authors, starting with [KV71] and a little later
by [FS74]. They are smooth away from the origin, and in this case the
regularity theory is covered by a variant of the standard Caldero nZygmund
theory. An exposition of this can be found, for example, in [Ste93].
However, it turns out that in general, the distributions that arise from
general matricies A have singularities away from the origin of the group
GA , and their analysis does not fall under the standard theory of operators
on spaces of homogeneous type developed in [CW71]. However, the
operators do arise from product singular integral operators on nilpotent
Lie groups. This of course provides the connection with flag kernels and
the first objective of the paper.
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Our paper naturally divides into two partsthe first deals with general
results about singular integrals with flag kernels; the second with the
applications to complex analysis.
In somewhat more detail, the part of this paper dealing with flag kernels
is organized as follows. In Subsection 2.1, we consider the case of product
type kernels on Rn. We show in Theorem 2.1.11 that the Fourier transform
gives a one-to-one correspondence between such kernels and the class of
Marcinkiewicz multipliers. The definition of flag kernels involves rather
delicate cancellation conditions, and in preparation for our result on decom-
posing product kernels into sums of flag kernels, we show in Subsection 2.2,
Theorem 2.2.1, how product kernels and multipliers can be characterized in
terms of certain decompositions into dyadic pieces. In Subsection 2.3 we
define flag kernels and flag multipliers, and show in Theorem 2.3.9 that the
Fourier transform gives a one-to-one correspondence between them.
One of our main results about product kernels is that they can be written
as finite sums of flag kernels, with a corresponding statement about multi-
pliers. This is done in Subsection 2.4, Theorem 2.4.1. As noted above, the
class of product kernels is not closed under the operation of taking a
quotient. On the Fourier transform side, this corresponds to restricting
Marcinkiewicz multipliers to generic subspaces. In Subsection 2.5, Theorem
2.5.2, we prove that the class of flag kernels is closed under passage to a
quotient space.
In Subsection 2.6, Theorem 2.6.3, we show that convolution on a nilpotent
Lie group by a suitable class of flag kernels is bounded in L p for 1<p<+.
Finally in Subsection 2.7, Theorem 2.7.2, we show that the class of convolution
operators associated to a given flag is closed under composition, and thus
in fact forms an algebra.
The rest of this paper deals with applications of the ideas developed in
Section 2 to various problems arising in complex analysis.
Section 3 is devoted to the study of a rather simple example of flag
kernels. Given a proper polyhedral cone 1 with non-empty interior in Rn,
we consider the tube domain 01=Rn+@1/Cn with Shilov boundary
00=Rn+@0. The orthogonal projection of L2(00) onto the closed sub-
space H 2(00) of boundary values of holomorphic functions is given by a
convolution operator on Rn. We show in Theorem 3.3.1 that this operator
is in fact the sum of a finite number of flag kernels with singularities along
faces of the cone. In addition to its intrinsic interest, this result is used later
in Section 8 to understand the singularities of the CauchySzego kernels on
the group GA .
Subsections 4.1 and 4.2 provide the definitions and basic properties of
the class of quadratic CR manifolds 7A . In Subsection 4.3, we show how
to define a Lie group structure GA on each 7A which is compatible with
the complex imbedding. In Subsection 4.4, we show how these groups can
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be written as the quotient of products of one dimensional Heisenberg
groups by certain central subgroups.
The representation theory of the Heisenberg group is well understood, and
plays an important role in the spectral analysis of the standard sub-Laplacian.
We shall need a corresponding theory for more general groups which are
quotients of products of Heisenberg groups. We derive the Plancherel formula
for the groups GA in Theorem 5.1.8. Then our main objective, accomplished in
Subsections 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7, is to describe the representation fans for these
groups, and to establish L p boundedness for Marcinkiewicz multipliers on the
fans. This is accomplished in Theorems 5.5.4, 5.6.2, 5.7.1, and 5.7.2. This
extends the corresponding results of [MRS95].
As a consequence of this theory, in Section 6, Theorem 6.3.5, we estab-
lish the existence of relative fundamental solutions for the operators gb .
We obtain L2 and L p estimates for the Szego projections on our groups in
Theorem 6.4.3. We also show that certain second derivatives of the relative
fundamental solutions for gb are also bounded in these spaces. The
general situation is quite different from that of the special case of the
Heisenberg group, where any quadratic expression in ‘‘good’’ derivatives
applied to the relative fundamental solution produces a bounded singular
integral operator. In general, only certain combinations of good derivatives
have this property.
In some cases, the operator gb has no null space in L2(7). In Section 7,
Theorem 7.3.1, we characterize the situations in which this happens, and
also give a necessary and sufficient condition for the operator gb to be
hypoelliptic.
Finally, in section 8, we study the singularities of the Szego projection
on 7A . We give an explicit description of those singularities as sums of flag
kernels in Theorem 8.2.1.
2. PRODUCTS AND FLAGS: KERNELS AND MULTIPLIERS
2.1. Product Kernels and Multipliers
2.1.1. Product Kernels. We begin with the definition of a class of distri-
butions on an Euclidean space RN called product kernels. Consider a
decomposition RN into the direct product of subspaces Rm1_ } } } _Rmn,
each of which is homogeneous under a given family of possibly non-isotropic
dilations. We denote the elements of RN by n-tuples x=(x1 , ..., xn), with
xj # Rmj. On each of the Rmj we can choose coordinates xj=(x1j , ..., x
mj
j ) so
that the dilation by $>0 is given by
$ } xj=($*j
1
x1j , ..., $
* j
m j
xmjj ).
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We denote by Qj=mji=1 *
i
j the homogeneous dimension of R
mj and by |x j |
a smooth homogeneous norm on Rmj. If : j is a multi-index with mj com-
ponents, we denote its weighted length by |:j |=mji=1 *
i
j:
i
j .
In order to express the cancellation conditions we impose on kernels in
Definitions 2.1.1 and 2.3.2 below, we introduce the following terminology.
A k-normalized bump function on a space Rm is a Ck-function supported on
the unit ball with Ck-norm bounded by 1. In Remark 2.1.7, we shall
observe that the definitions given below are essentially independent of the
choice of k1. Hence we shall usually speak of normalized bump functions
rather than k-normalized bump functions.
Definition 2.1.1. A product kernel on RN, relative to a given decom-
position RN=Rm1_ } } } _Rmn into n homogeneous subspaces with given
dilations, is a distribution K on RN which coincides with a C function
away from the coordinate subspaces xj=0 and which satisfies:
(1) (Differential inequalities) For each multi-index :=(:1 , ..., :n)
there is a constant C: so that
|:1x1 } } } 
:n
xn
K(x)|C: |x1 |&Q1&|:1 | } } } |xn |&Qn&|:n | (2.1.1)
away from the coordinate subspaces;
(2) (Cancellation conditions) These are defined inductively on n.
(a) For n=1, given any normalized bump function . and any
R>0, the quantity1
| K(x) .(Rx) dx (2.1.2)
is bounded independently of . and R;
(b) For n>1, given any j # [1, ..., n], any normalized bump func-
tion . on Rmj, and any R>0, the distribution
K., R(x1 , ..., x j&1 , xj+1 , ..., xn)=| K(x) .(Rxj) dx j (2.1.3)
is a product kernel on the lower dimensional space which is the product of
the Rmi with i{ j.
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1 With an abuse of notation, we write pairings between distributions and test functions as
integrals. Also, if x=(x$, x") is a splitting of the variables into two subsets, the partial integral
 K(x$, x") .(x$) dx$ denotes the distribution that, applied to a test function (x"), gives the
value  K(x) .(x$) (x") dx.
In order to clarify the definition of product kernel, and in particular the
cancellation conditions, we make some remarks.
Remark 2.1.2. We can give a more explicit formulation of the cancella-
tion conditions as follows.
For any subset [ j1 , ..., jl]/[1, ..., n] with complementary set [ jl+1 , ..., jn],
let .i be a normalized bump function and let Ri>0 for 1il. Then for
any :jl+1 , ..., :jn ,
}:jl+1xjl+1 } } } :jnxjn | K(x) .1(R1xj1 ) } } } .l(Rlxjl) dx j1 } } } dx jl }
C: |xjl+1 |
&Qjl+1&|:jl+1 | } } } |xjn |
&Qjn&|:jn |, (2.1.4)
away from the coordinate axes, with constants independent of the .i and
the Ri . In particular,
}| K(x) .1(R1 x1) } } } .n(Rnxn) dx1 } } } dxn }C (2.1.5)
independently of the choice of .j and R j , 1 jn.
Remark 2.1.3. It follows from (2.1.4) and (2.1.5) that it makes sense
to restrict a product kernel K to a lower dimensional subspace, by fixing
non-zero values for some of the variables xj .
If, for instance, we fix the value of x1 {0, we obtain a kernel Kx1(x2 , ..., xn)
which satisfies the appropriate differential inequalities and cancellations, with
constants that are proportional to |x1 |&Q1. We can also restrict any derivative
:1x1 K. In this case the constants are proportional to |x1 |
&Q1&|:1 |.
Remark 2.1.4. A simple example of a product kernel is given by a
distribution K which is odd in each of the variables xj and satisfies the
differential inequalities of Eq. (2.1.1).
In fact, if .(x1) is a normalized bump function, then
} | K(x) .1(R1x1) dx1 }= 12 } | K(x)(.1(R1x1)&.1(&R1 x1)) dx1 }
C |x2 |&Q2 } } } |xn | &Qn |
|x1 |<R1
&1
|x1 |&Q1 R1 |x1 | dx1
C |x2 |&Q2 } } } |xn | &Qn
and similarly for the other integrals in (2.1.4).
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Definition 2.1.5. For 1 jn let Rmj=Rmj
1
_ } } } _Rmj
k j
, where each Rm
i
j
is homogeneous under a family of dilations. We say that the decomposition
RN=[Rm
1
1_ } } } _Rm1
k 1
]_ } } } _[Rm j
1
_ } } } _Rmj
k j
]_ } } } _[Rm
1
n_Rmn
k n
]
is finer than the decomposition
RN=Rm1_ } } } _Rmj_ } } } _Rmn.
Remark 2.1.6. A product kernel on RN relative to a coarser decomposi-
tion is also a product kernel on RN relative to a finer decomposition.
In particular a smooth Caldero nZygmund kernel on RN"[0] is also a
product kernel for a finer decomposition. The crucial point is that the can-
cellation conditions for the finer subdivision follow from the cancellation
conditions of the coarser decomposition. This can be proved directly (with
some pain), but an easier way is to use Theorem 2.1.11 below which
characterizes product kernels in terms of their Fourier transforms.
Remark 2.1.7. The cancellation conditions do not depend on the order
of smoothness k1 imposed on the normalized bump function.
To see this, it is sufficient to verify that if (2.1.2) and (2.1.3) hold uniformly
for Ck-normalized bump function, then they also hold uniformly for C1-nor-
malized bump function. We give only a sketch of the proof, which goes by
induction on n. Assuming n=1, let .(x1, ..., xm) be a C1-normalized bump
function on Rm1=Rm (with coordinates (x1, ..., xm)). Let ’ be a fixed
Ck-function, also supported on the unit ball, and with ’(0)=1. Decompose
.(x)=.(0) ’(x)+ :
m
i=1
xi.i (x), (2.1.6)
where the .i are, modulo a fixed constant factor, C1-normalized bump
functions. The key point here is that the distributional product xi K(x)
coincides with the point-wise product, which is a locally integrable func-
tion. In order to see this, it is enough to show that ’(=&1x) x iK(x) tends
to zero in the sense of distributions as = tends to zero. This follows from
the remark that xi’(x) is a constant times a normalized bump function.
If n>1, we distinguish between those cancellation conditions that
involve integration in fewer than the n variables from those that require
integration in all variables. In the first case, the conclusion then follows
from Remark (2.1.3) above and the inductive hypothesis. In the second
case, which corresponds to proving (2.1.5) for C 1-normalized bump func-
tions, assume first that one at least of the .i in (2.1.5) is a Ck-normalized
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bump function. Integrating first in the corresponding variable, one can use
again the inductive assumption.
If all the .i are simply C1-normalized bump functions, apply the decom-
position (2.1.6) to one of them, say .1 . The crucial observation is now that,
if x i1 is a component of x1 , then
xi1 | K(x) .2(R2x2) } } } .n(Rn xn) dx2 } } } dxn
is a locally integrable function of x1 .
Remark 2.1.8. If K is a product kernel, then also (>nj=1 x
:j
j 
;j
xj
) K(x) is
a product kernel, provided |:j |=|;j | for every j.
Remark 2.1.9. In Eq. (2.1.4) one can replace the tensor product
.1(R1 x1) } } } .k(Rkxk)
of scaled normalized bump functions by a single normalized bump function
(R1 x1 , ..., Rk xk)
scaled independently in each variable.
This too can be easily proved using Theorem 2.1.11.
2.1.2. Product Multipliers. We next turn to the definition of a product
multiplier.
Definition 2.1.10. A product multiplier is a bounded function m(!) on
RN which is C away from the coordinate subspaces !j=0 and which
satisfies the differential inequalities
|:1!1 } } } 
:n
!n
m(!)|C: |!1 |&|:1 | } } } |!n | &|:n | (2.1.7)
away from the coordinate subspaces, where the variables ! are dual to the
variables x.
We will need a more intrinsic (i.e., coordinate-free) notion of dual
decompositions of RN. Thus assume that RN is decomposed into the direct
sum of subspaces W1 , ..., Wn . If we interpret the ! space as the space of
linear functionals on the x space, denote by W =j the annihilator of Wj .
Define
Uj= ,
i{ j
W =i ;
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then the ! space is the direct sum of the subspaces [Uj]. Moreover, if
(!1 , ..., !n) are the components of ! with respect to this decomposition, we
have
x } != :
n
j=1
xj } !j .
The main result of Subsection 2.1 is the following correspondence
between product kernels and product multipliers.
Theorem 2.1.11. The Fourier transform of a product kernel is a product
multiplier and, conversely, the inverse Fourier transform of a product multiplier
is a product kernel.
Proof. Let K be a product kernel. The proof that its Fourier transform
is a product multiplier goes by induction on the number n of factors in the
product decomposition of RN. If n=1, then K is a smooth Caldero n
Zygmund kernel and the conclusion is a well-known fact. Assume therefore
that n>1. We first observe that K can be approximated, in the sense of
distributions, by product kernels with compact support that uniformly
satisfy (2.1.1), (2.1.2), and (2.1.3).
In order to see this, let . be a smooth function on the positive half line,
supported on [0, 1], and equal to 1 near the origin. Call K=(x)=K(x)
.(= |x1 | ) } } } .(= |xn | ). Obviously the K= tend to K in the sense of distribu-
tions as = tends to zero, and they satisfy (2.1.1) uniformly in =. The same
is true for the cancellation conditions (2.1.2), as a consequence of the fact
that if 1 and 2 are normalized bump functions on Rmj, then 1(rxj)
2(sx j) is a normalized bump function scaled by a factor equal to the
maximum between r and s.
We can thus assume that K has compact support. By the inductive
assumption, it is sufficient to show that for every multi-index :1 , the kernel
K!, :1(x2 , ..., xn)=|!1 |
|:1 | :1!1 | K(x) e&@ x1 } !1 dx1
=| (&@ |!1 | x1):1 K(x) e&@ x1 } !1 dx1
is a product kernel on Rm2_ } } } _Rmn uniformly in !1 {0. Let . be as
before. Writing x$ for (x2 , ..., xn), consider first
K 0!, :1(x$)=| (&@ |!1 | x1):1 .( |!1 | |x1 | ) K(x) e&@ x1 } !1 dx1 .
Apart from a constant factor that is uniformly controlled with respect to !1
for every :1 , the function x:11 .( |x1 | ) e
&@ x1 } (!1 |!1 | ) is a normalized bump
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function. It follows from the cancellation properties of K that K 0!, :1 satisfies
the required estimates.
For the remainder term,
K 1!, :1(x$)=| (&@ |!1 | x1):1 (1&.( |!1 | |x1 | )) K(x) e&@ x1 } !1 dx1 ,
we need to integrate by parts. Denoting by ! i1 , i=1, ... , m1 the components
of !1 , let * i1 be the exponent for the dilations in the !
i
1 variable, and choose
the index i so that |! i1 |
1* i1 is maximum. Integrating by parts k times in x i1 ,
we obtain
K 1!, :1(x$)=(i!
i
1)
&k | kxi1 ((&@ |!1 | x1):1 (1&.( |!1 | |x1 | )) K(x)) e&@ x1 } !1 dx1 .
Applying Liebniz’s rule, we distribute the derivatives on the various
factors and consequently decompose K 1!, :1 as a sum of distributions, which
will individually satisfy the required estimates. Observe in fact that if one
of the derivatives falls on the factor 1&., then the integration takes place
on the unit ball, and we can apply the same argument used for K 0!, :1 . If no
derivative falls on the factor 1&., we can basically reduce ourselves to the
single term
(@ ! i1)
&k | (&@ |!1 | x1):1 (1&.( |!1 | |x1 | )) kx i1 K(x) e&@ x1 } !1 dx1 .
If k is large enough, the integral converges absolutely and is uniformly
bounded with respect to !1 . The verification of (2.1.4) goes in the same
way.
To prove the converse, consider a product multiplier m. We can again
assume that it has compact support, so that K=F&1(m) is a smooth
function. The differential inequalities can be proved as before. For the
cancellation conditions, observe that
| K(x) .(Rx1) dx1=| m(!) R&Q1 .^(R&1!1) ei(!2 } x2+ } } } !n } xn ) d!
=F&1(m~ )(x2 , ..., xn),
where
m~ (!2 , ..., !n)=| m(!) R&Q1 .^(R&1!1) d!1 .
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If . is a Ck-normalized bump function with k>N2, the L1-norm of .^ is
uniformly bounded. It follows that m~ is a product multiplier (in a product
space with n&1 factors) uniformly in . and R. The conclusion follows by
induction. K
2.2. Dyadic Decomposition
We shall need a characterization of product kernels as dyadic sums of
Schwartz functions which satisfy cancellation conditions. If . # S(RN) is a
Schwartz function and I=(i1 , ..., in) # Zn, let
.(I )(x)=2&|I | .(2&i1x1 , ..., 2&in xn). (2.2.1)
Theorem 2.2.1. Let [.I]I # Z n be Schwartz functions forming a bounded
subset of S(RN ); (i.e., the Schwartz norms &.I&(k) are uniformly bounded in
I for each k). Suppose that
| .I (x1 , ..., xj , ..., xn) dxj=0 (2.2.2)
identically for every I and j. Then the series I # Zn . (I )I converges in the sense
of distribution to a product kernel.
Conversely, every product kernel K can be written as a sum
K= :
I # Z n
.(I )I , (2.2.3)
convergent in the sense of distributions, of Schwartz functions as above.
Proof. It is more convenient to work on the multiplier side. Let mI=.^I .
We must then consider the series
:
I # Zn
mI (2I !),
where we have set 2I!=(2i1!1 , ..., 2in!n). The mI form a bounded set in
S(RN) and (2.2.2) implies that mI (!)=0 if at least one of the !j is zero.
It follows that, for some $>0 and every k,
|mI (!)|Ck
|!1 |$ } } } |!n |$
(1+|!1 | )k } } } (1+|!n | )k
.
Therefore
:
I # Zn
|mI (2I!)|Ck :
I # Zn
(2 i1 |!1 | )$ } } } (2in |!n | )$
(1+2i1 |!1 | )k } } } (1+2in |!n | )k
. (2.2.4)
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Since the series
:
i # Z
(2 ia)$
(1+2i a)k
is uniformly bounded in a for k>$, it follows that the series in (2.2.4)
converges boundedly (and hence in the sense of distributions) to a bounded
function m(!).
We shall estimate the derivatives of m only in a special case, as this already
contains all the ideas of the proof. Assume therefore that n=2 and that m
is differentiated only in !1 . Since
:!1 mI (!)=| (&ix1): .I (x) e&@ ! } x dx,
we see that :!1 mI (!)=0 when !2=0. Therefore
|:!1 mI (!)|Ck
|!2 |$
(1+|!1 | )k (1+|!2 | )k
,
and hence
|(:!1mI (2
I!)|Ck |!1 |&|:|
|2i1 !1 | |:| |2 i2 !2 |$
(1+|2i1 !1 | )k (1+|2i2 !2 | )k
.
Summing over I with k>|:| shows that |:!1 m(!)|C: |!1 |
&|:|.
To prove the converse, let m be a product multiplier. Consider a smooth
function ’ on the real line, supported on [1, 4] and such that i # Z ’(2i t)
=1 for every t>0. For I # Zn, define
mI (!)=m(2&I!) ’( |!1 | ) } } } ’( |!n | ).
One can easily check that the Schwartz norms &mI&(k) are uniformly bounded
in I and that m(!)=I mI (2I!) in the sense of distributions. Therefore, if .I
is the inverse Fourier transform of mI , the .I are also uniformly bounded in
every Schwartz norm, and K=I . (I)I . The cancellation conditions (2.2.2)
follow from the fact that each mI (!) vanishes when some component !j is zero.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.1. K
It is interesting to observe that the decomposition (2.2.3) of a product
kernel K can also be obtained with functions .I that are localized in space.
Corollary 2.2.2. A product kernel K can be written as the sum (2.2.3)
with the .I supported on the set where 12|xj |4 for every j, satisfying
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the cancellation conditions (2.2.2), and with uniformly bounded Ck norms for
every k.
The proof is a direct consequence of the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2.3. Let . be a Schwartz function satisfying the cancellation
conditions (2.2.2). Then
.(x)= :
J # Z n
(J)J (x)
in the sense of distributions, where the J are supported on the set
[x : 12|xj |4]
for every j, satisfy (2.2.2), and satisfy
&J&C kCk2&$ |J |
for some $>0 and every k, where |J |= | j1 |+ } } } +| jn |.
Proof. Write x=(x1 , x$), with x$=(x2 , ..., xn). As before, let ’ be a
smooth function on the real line, supported on [1, 4] and such that
i # Z ’(2i t)=1 for every t>0. Define
/j (x1)=’(2& j |x1 | );
/~ j (x1)=
/j (x1)
 /j
;
aj (x$)=| .(x1 , x$) /j (x1) dx1 ;
Aj (x$)= :
k j
ak(x$)=& :
k< j
ak(x$).
Observe that aj , Aj # S(RN), with norms that decay exponentially in j as
j  \. Since lim j  \ Aj (x$)=0, we obtain, point-wise for x1 {0,
.(x)= :
j # Z
(.(x) /j (x1)&aj (x$) /~ j (x1))+ :
j # Z
(A j (x$)&Aj+1(x$)) /~ j (x1)
= :
j # Z
(.(x) /j (x1)&aj (x$) /~ j (x1))+ :
j # Z
Aj (x$)(/~ j (x1)&/~ j&1(x1))
= :
j # Z
Bj (x1 , x$).
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The series is clearly convergent in the sense of distributions. Observe that
each Bj has integral zero in dx1 , and is supported where 2 j&1|x1 |2 j+2.
Rescaling in x1 , we set
B j (x1 , x$)=2 jQ1Bj (2 jx1 , x$)
=2 jQ1.(2 jx1 , x$) /0(x1)&aj (x$) /~ 0(x1)+Aj (x$)(/~ 0(x1)&/~ &1(x1)).
Regard B j as a function of x$ depending smoothly on x1 , 12|x1 |4.
Each of the three terms in the sum is a Schwartz function of x$, with
Schwartz norms decaying faster than any power of 2& j as j  +, and at
least as 2 jQ1 as j  &. The same is true if we replace B j by any derivative
in x1 . The conclusion then follows by induction. K
2.3. Flag Kernels and Multipliers
Definition 2.3.1. A flag (or filtration) in RN is a family of subspaces
0=V0 /V1 / } } } /Vn&1 /Vn=RN.
For each j let Wj be a complementary subspace of Vj&1 in Vj , i.e.,
Vj=Vj&1 W j .
The family [Wj] is called a gradation associated to the filtration [Vj].
A gradation is therefore an ordered family of subspaces having RN as
their direct sum. One can as well consider first a gradation [Wj] and
canonically associate a filtration to it, by setting Vj=W1  } } } Wj .
We shall consider only homogeneous filtrations and gradations, i.e., we
assume that some family of dilations is assigned on RN and that each V j
and Wj is homogeneous under these dilations. It is easy to show that every
homogeneous filtration has an associated homogeneous gradation. Consider
the decomposition RN=H*1  } } } H*& into eigen-spaces relative to the
dilations, with *k {*l for k{l. If [Vj] is a homogeneous filtration, then
Vj= 
&
k=1
V j & H*k
and, for each k, [Vj & H*k] j is a filtration of H*k . It is then sufficient to
take any complementary subspace Wj, k of Vj&1 & H*k in V j & H*k and set
Wj=Wj, 1  } } } Wj, & .
The definitions of flag kernels and multipliers will require the introduc-
tion of an appropriate set of homogeneous coordinates adapted to the
given filtration [Vj]. Choosing such coordinates is the same as choosing a
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homogeneous gradation [Wj] associated to the filtration [Vj]. At a later
stage, we will be able to see that the definitions do not in fact depend on
the choice of gradation. Once the gradation [Wj] is chosen, a point x # RN
will be represented by its components (x1 , ..., xn) with xj # Wj . In turn,
each xj has scalar components (x1j , ..., x
mj
j ). We keep the notation of Subsection
2.1 for homogeneous dimensions, norms, etc.
Definition 2.3.2. A flag kernel, relative to the flag [Vj], is a distribution
K on RN which coincides with a C function away from the coordinate
subspace xn=0 and which satisfies:
(1) (Differential inequalities) For each :=(:1 , ..., :n) # Zn there is a
constant C: so that
|:1x1 } } } 
:n
xn
K(x)|C:( |x1 |+ } } } +|xn | )&Q1&|:1 |
} } }
( |xn&1 |+|xn | )&Qn&1&|:n&1 | |xn |&Qn&|:n | (2.3.1)
for xn {0;
(2) (Cancellation conditions) These are defined inductively on n.
(a) For n=1, given any normalized bump function . and any
scaling parameter R>0, the quantity
| K(x) .(Rx) dx (2.3.2)
is bounded uniformly on . and R;
(b) for n>1, given any j # [1, ..., n], any normalized bump func-
tion . on Wj , and any scaling parameter R>0, the distribution
K., R(x1 , ..., xj@, ..., xn)=| K(x) .(Rxj ) dx j (2.3.3)
is a flag kernel on i{ j Wi , adapted to the flag
0/W1 / } } } / 
i j&1
Wi / 
i{ j, i j+1
Wi / } } } /
i{ j
Wi . (2.3.4)
Obviously flag kernels form a subclass of the class of product kernels
relative to the decomposition of RN as the direct sum of the Wj . Conversely,
if a product kernel is supported on a set where |x1 |C |x2 | } } } 
Cn&1 |xn | , then it is automatically a flag kernel.
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We give two simple examples of flag kernels in R2, adapted to the flag
[0]/R_[0]/R2. Let ’ be a smooth even function with compact support.
Example 2.3.3. K1 is the distribution given by integration against the
function
K1(x, y)=
1
xy
’( yx)
on the set where y{0. (This kernel is odd in each variable.)
Example 2.3.4. K2 is the distribution given by integration against the
function
K2(x, y)=
1
y(x+iy)
on the set where y{0, and defined as a principal value integral in general.
Observe that the quantities in the right-hand side of (2.3.1) are essen-
tially independent of the specific gradation. In fact |xj+1 |+ } } } +|xn | is
equivalent to the ‘‘non-isotropic distance’’ from x to Vj ,
d(x, Vj)= inf
y # Vj
|x& y|,
and a different choice of the gradation will only change this quantity by a
factor controlled from above and from below. It is more delicate to see that
the cancellation conditions are independent of the gradation, and this will
follow from Theorem 2.3.9.
We now introduce the notion of flag multiplier, defined on the !-space,
understood as the dual space of the x-space. Let [V$j] be a homogeneous
flag on the !-space. If [W$j] is an associated homogeneous gradation, we
introduce homogeneous coordinates !=(!1 , ..., !n) as before.
Definition 2.3.5. A flag multiplier adapted to the flag [V$j] is a bounded
function m(!) which is C away from the coordinate subspace !n=0 and
which satisfies the differential inequalities
|:1!1 } } } 
:n
!n
m(!)|C:( |!1 |+ } } } +|!n | )&|:1 | } } } ( |!n&1 |+|!n | )&|:n&1 | |!n |&|:n |
(2.3.5)
for !n {0.
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Example 2.3.6. For each j, let mj (!j , ..., !n) be a C Ho rmander
Mihlin multiplier on V$j&1 (e.g., homogeneous of degree zero and smooth
away from the origin). Then the product
m(!)=m1(!1 , ..., !n) m2(!2 , ..., !n) } } } mn(!n)
is a flag multiplier.
Observe that the class of flag multipliers is invariant under the differential
operators !;i 
:
!j
, for all :, ; with |:|=|;| and all i j. A sharper fact can be
stated, which reveals that the definition does not depend on the gradation
[W$j]. As we have already observed,
|!j+1 |+ } } } +|!n |td(!, V$j),
so that these quantities are essentially independent of the gradation. Let us
say that a vector v # RN is homogeneous of degree * if it is an eigenvector
of the dilations with exponent *.
Proposition 2.3.7. (1) A function m(!) is a flag multiplier if and only
if given any set of vectors v1 , ..., vl , with vi homogeneous of degree *i and
vi # V$ji , then
v1 } } } vl m(!)Cv1 , ..., vl d(!, V$j1&1)
&*1 } } } d(!, V$jl&1)
&*l,
for every !  Vn&1 .
(2) The class of flag multipliers is invariant under the linear transfor-
mations 8 of RN that preserve the flag, i.e., such that 8(V$j)=V$j for every j.
The proof of (i) is straightforward, and (ii) follows easily from (i).
In order to establish the connection between flag kernels and multipliers,
we need to introduce the notion of dual filtrations and gradations.
Definition 2.3.8. Let
0=V0 /V1 / } } } /Vn&1 /Vn=RN
be a filtration in the x space. The dual filtration in the ! space is
0=V =n /V
=
n&1 / } } } /V
=
1 /V
=
0 =R
N.
If now [Wj] is a gradation in the x space, we set, as before,
Uj= ,
i{ j
W =i .
Observe that if Vj=W1  } } } Wj , then V =j =U j+1  } } } Un .
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In order to match with the previous notation, we must set V$j=V =n& j
and W$j=Un+1& j . However, we shall not reverse the ordering of the com-
ponents of !, so that !j must be understood as the component in W$n+1& j .
This must be taken into account when writing the differential inequalities
for multipliers. So, in these coordinates, condition (2.3.1) must be replaced
by
|:1!1 } } } 
:n
!n
m(!)|C: |!1 |&|:1 |( |!1 |+|!2 | )&|:2 | } } } ( |!1 |+ } } } +|!n | )&|:n |
(2.3.1$)
for !1 {0.
The main result of this section, which is the analogue of Theorem 2.1.11,
is the following.
Theorem 2.3.9. A distribution K is a flag kernel adapted to the flag [Vj]
if and only if its Fourier transform is a flag multiplier adapted to the dual
flag [V =n& j].
Proof. Assume that K is a flag kernel. As in the proof of Theorem
2.1.11, we may assume that K has compact support. We use again induc-
tion on the number n of steps in the flag. If n=1 there is nothing to prove.
Assume therefore that n>1. Given jn, let Ej the set of ! such that
|!1 |>|!i | for i j. If ! # Ej , decompose ! as !=(!$, !"), with !$=
(!1 , ..., !j), !"=(!j+1 , ..., !n). Similarly, we write x=(x$, x") for points in
the x-space, or :=(:$, :") for multi-indices.
We prove that for every multi-index :$, the distribution
K!$, :$(x")=|!1 | |:$| :$!$ | K(x$, x") e&@ x$ } !$ dx$
=| (&@ |!1 | x$):$ K(x$, x") e&@ x$ } !$ dx$
is a flag kernel in x", uniformly with respect to !$ # Ej (for j=n, this simply
means that |:!K (!)|C: |!1 |
&|:| for every !). This will imply, by the
inductive hypothesis, that
|:!K (!)|=|!1 |
&|:$| |:"!"K !$, :$(!")|
C: |!1 |&|:$| |!j+1 |&|:j+1 | } } } ( |!j+1 |+ } } } +|!n | )&|:n |,
for ! # Ej .
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Given ! such that !1 {0, let j be the largest index such that ! # Ej . Then
|!j+1 | |!i | for i j j<n, and, in any case,
|!1 |+ } } } +|!i |t{ |!1 ||! j+1 |+ } } } +|!i |
if ij
if i> j.
The proof that K!$, :$ is a flag kernel follows essentially the same lines as
for Theorem 2.1.11. We decompose K!$, :$ as the sum of two terms, one of
them being
K 0!$, :$=| (&@ |!1 | x$):$ K(x$, x") .( |!1 | |x$| ) e&@ x$ } !$ dx$,
where . is a smooth function on the positive half line, equal to 1 near the
origin and supported on [0, 1]. What we must observe is that x$:$.(x$)
e&@ x$ } (!$|!1 | ) is a normalized bump function because we are assuming that
! # Ej . For the remainder term K 1!$, :$=K!$, :$&K
0
!$, :$ , we integrate by parts
in one of the x1 variables, say x i1 , chosen so that |!
i
1 |
1* i1t |!1 |, and then
argue as in the proof of Theorem 2.1.11.
The proof of the converse statement is similar, at least as far as proving
the differential inequalities for K is concerned. For the cancellation condi-
tions, we need to observe that if we make a partial integration of m against
R&1.^(R&1!$) in some of the variables, the result is a flag multiplier in the
remaining variables. K
Corollary 2.3.10. The conditions defining the flag kernels do not depend
on the choice of the gradation.
We say that a flag [Ui] is coarser than a flag [Vj] if [Ui]/[Vj]. It is
easy to check that a flag multiplier adapted to a given flag is also adapted
to a coarser flag.
Remark 2.3.11. Let [K=] be a family of flag kernels adapted to the flag
[Vj]. Suppose that the K= satisfy the flag kernel bounds uniformly in =.
Assume also that K= converges to K in the sense of distributions. Then the
distribution K is a flag kernel adapted to [Vj].
This result is a simple consequence of Theorem 2.3.9, and the charac-
terization on the Fourier transform side in terms of the inequalities (2.3.5).
Corollary 2.3.12. A flag kernel adapted to a flag [Vj] is also adapted
to any coarser flag.
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2.4. Decomposition of a Product Kernel as a Sum of Flag Kernels
Let RN=nj=1 Wj be a direct sum decomposition of the x-space. If _ is
a permutation of [1, 2, ..., n], consider the flag [V _j ], where
V _j =
i j
W_i .
Since a flag kernel K_ adapted to the flag [V _j ] is a product kernel
(relative to the factors Wj), such is also true of any sum _ K_ of flag
kernels. The following result provides a converse statement.
Theorem 2.4.1. A product kernel K, relative to the factors Wj is the sum
of flag kernels K_ adapted to the flag [V _j ] and supported where
|x_1 |C |x_2 | } } } C
n&1 |x_n |, (2.4.1)
for some constant C>1.
Proof. This follows directly from Corollary 2.2.2. Decompose K as
K= :
I # Z n
. (I )I ,
where the .I have uniformly bounded Schwartz norms, satisfy (2.2.2) and
are supported where |xj |t1 for every j. Consider a partition of Zn as the
disjoint union of sets A_ , in such a way that i_1 } } } i_n if I # A_ . Then
K_= :
I # A_
. (I )I
is also a product kernel. Since it is supported where
|x_1 |C |x_2 | } } } C
n&1 |x_n |,
the product estimates (2.1.1) are equivalent to the flag estimates (2.3.1). K
An alternative way to decompose a product kernel as a sum of flag
kernels is to decompose the corresponding multiplier by means of an
appropriate partition of unity in the !-space homogeneous of degree zero.
In this way one obtains a localization of the multipliers near each dual flag,
rather than a localization of the kernels.
We show next that every flag kernel is essentially localized in space,
modulo kernels adapted to coarser flags. Let Vj=W1  } } } W j be the
subspaces defining the flag. Observe that the special case of condition (2.4.1)
|x1 |C |x2 | } } } Cn&1 |xn |,
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appearing in Theorem 2.4.1, can be intrinsically expressed as
d(x, V0)Cd(x, V1) } } } Cn&1d(x, Vn&1). (2.4.2)
Corollary 2.4.2. Let K be a flag kernel adapted to the flag [Vj]. Then
K is the sum of a flag kernel supported on a set where (2.4.2) holds and of
flag kernels adapted to coarser flags.
Proof. Let [Wj] be a gradation associated to the given flag. Since K is
a product kernel, it can be decomposed according to Theorem 2.4.1. The
kernel K_0 , corresponding to the trivial permutation _0 , is adapted to the
given flag.
Let _${_0 be a non-trivial permutation. Since the various K_ have
essentially disjoint supports, K_$ satisfies the same differential inequalities
as K, i.e., it is adapted to the original flag [Vj] (in addition, obviously, to
the flag [V _$j ]).
Let i, j be indices such that i< j and _$i>_$j . Since |xi |<C$ |xj | on the
support of K_$ , one can replace the expression |xi+1 |+ } } } +|xn | on the
right-hand side of the differential inequalities (2.3.1)) by |xi |+ } } } +|xn |.
This means that K_$ satisfies the differential inequalities adapted to the flag
obtained by removing Vi from the original flag. It is also obvious that it
satisfies the corresponding cancellations, which are in fact weaker. K
Example 2.4.3. To illustrate this decomposition, consider the kernel
K(x, y)=xy(x2+ y2), which is adapted to the flag in R2 with intermediate
subspace V1=[ y=0]. Since K is odd in both variables, we can just
perform the decomposition
K(x, y)=
x
y(x2+ y2)
’( yx)+
x
y(x2+ y2)
(1&’( yx)),
where ’ is smooth, with compact support and identically 1 near the origin.
The first term is a flag kernel, supported where | y|<C |x|, and the second
term is a Caldero nZygmund kernel.
We return to the flag [Vj], with its gradation Vj=W1 W2 } } } Wj ,
1 jn.
Corollary 2.4.4. Let [.I] be a bounded collection of C  functions,
each supported where |xj |c, all j, 1 jn. Assume that each .I satisfies
the cancellation condition of Eq. (2.2.2). Then
K= :
i1i2 } } } in
. (I )I (2.4.3)
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is a flag kernel for the above flag. Conversely, every flag kernel for this flag
can be decomposed as in Eq. (2.4.3).
Note that in contrast with Corollary 2.2.2, here we do not assume that
the .I have their supports in the set where |xj |c$ for each j.
Proof. Assume first that K is given by (2.4.3). Then by Theorem 2.2.1
the sum converges to a product kernel, and hence satisfies the cancellation
properties for a flag kernel. To estimate the size of K we see that the boun-
dedness of the .I implies that the sum (2.4.3) is majorized by a multiple of
: 2&i1Q1 } 2&i2 Q2 } } } 2&inQn
with the following restriction on the indices: first, the support condition on
each .I forces the requirement 2&ilc |xl | &1 for each l; also, we have
that ijil , of l j. Thus the sum in the j th index
:
ij
2&ijQj  min( |x j |&Qj, ... , |xn |&Qj )  ( |x j |+ |xj+1) } } } +|xn | )&Qj.
Hence,
|K(x)|A( |x1 |+ } } } +|xn | )&Q1 ( |x2 |+ } } } +|xn | )&Q2 } } } |xn | &Qn.
Similarly, :1x1 } } } 
:n
xn
introduces a factor of 2&|:1 | i1 } } } 2&|:n | in in (2.4.3), and
leads to the estimate
|:1x1 } } } 
:n
xn
K(x)|A( |x1 |+ } } } +|xn| )&Q1&|:1 | } } } |xn |&Qn&|:n |
establishing that K is a flag kernel.
For the converse we use Corollary 2.4.2 which shows that K is a sum of
the form (2.4.3) plus finitely many flag kernels corresponding to coarser
flags. Let us consider one of these kernels K with its flag [V j]kj=1 . This flag
can be viewed as arising from our original flag by grouping together
variables as follows: with Vj = W1  } } }  Wj , we have V } = W 1 
W 2 } } } W } , where W 1=W1  } } } Wl1 , W 2=Wl1+1  } } } Wl2 , etc.,
with 0=l0<l1 } } } <lk=n. The set of integers [lj]kj=0 determines the
coarser flag. Using Corollary 2.4.2 again we have
K =:
I
. (I )I +coarser kernels, (2.4.4)
where the remaining flag kernels correspond to flags that are even coarser
than that of K . The summation in (2.4.4) is extended over all I =(@ 1 , @ 2 , ..., @ k),
with @ 1@ 2 } } } @ k .
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However, we can think of each .(I )I as another .
(I)
I , (defined with respect
to the original flag), for a special kind of I=(i1 , ..., in). Namely, I is of this
form if ij=@ r , for all of j such that lr&1< jlr . Because of the support
condition on .I we get the required support condition on .I ; (it is here that
it is necessary not to require that .I be supported away from the origin).
Thus, the sum I in (2.4.4) can be incorporated in the sum (2.4.3); continuing
this way, after a finite number steps, the proof of the corollary is achieved. K
2.5. Restrictions and Extensions of Flag Multipliers
Denote the x-space by X, the !-space by X$, and let S be a homogeneous
linear subspace of X$. We discuss here the properties of the restrictions to
S of flag multipliers on X$, and, conversely, the possibility of extending flag
multipliers on S to flag multipliers on X$. By duality, this corresponds to
analyzing how flag kernels behave under the map
K(x)  K ([x])#|
S=
K(x+t) dt (2.5.1)
(where [x]=x+S=) which projects kernels on X to kernels on XS=.
Let [Vj]jn be a homogeneous flag on X, and let V$j=V =n& j be the
subspaces of x$ defining the dual flag. It is obvious that if SV$n&1 , the
restriction of a flag multiplier to S may not make sense. Correspondingly,
the equivalent condition V1 S = prevents the integral (2.5.1) from being
convergent at infinity for generic flag kernels. Therefore, it is natural to
impose the condition that S is not contained in V$n&1 .
Let Uj=V$j & S. Then [Uj] is a homogeneous flag on S. Observe that
some of the Uj may coincide, so that the length of the restricted flag may
be smaller than n. At this stage we disregard this point, which is simply a
notational problem.
Proposition 2.5.1. Let m be a flag multiplier on X$ adapted to the flag
[V$j]. If S is not contained in V$n&1 , then m |S is a flag multiplier on S, adapted
to the flag [Uj].
Proof. Since S is not contained in V$n&1 , the restriction of m to S is
well-defined away from Un&1 . We just have to observe that if ! # S, then
d(!, V$j) t d(!, Uj). In fact, let U j be a homogeneous subspace of V$j
complementary to Uj . Then, by the equivalence of different homogeneous
norms on SU j ,
d(!, V$j)= inf
!$ # V$j
|!&!$|C inf
u # Uj , u~ # U j
( |!&u|+|u~ | )Cd(!, Uj ).
We can then apply Proposition 2.3.7 to conclude the proof. K
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Suppose now that m(s) is a flag multiplier on S adapted to the flag [Uj].
We wish to extend it to a flag multiplier on X$ adapted to the original flag
[V$j]. Select a minimal set of indices j1 , ..., j& such that Uj=Uji for
ji&1< j ji . Then [Uj]=[Uji ], and there are no repetitions in the U ji .
The same selection of indices gives a flag [V$ji ] on X$, which is coarser than
the original one. Our construction will produce a multiplier on X$ which
is adapted to this flag, hence to the original one. Modulo this reduction, we
can therefore assume that Uj {Uj $ if j{ j $.
Let [Sj] be a homogeneous gradation of S associated to the flag [Uj],
and for each j let Yj be a homogeneous subspace of V$j complementary to
V$j&1 S j . Then [S j Yj] is a homogeneous gradation of X$, associated
to the flag [V$j]. On X$ introduce coordinates (s, y)=(s1 , y1 , ..., sn , yn)
accordingly. Observe that some Yj may be trivial, so that the correspond-
ing coordinate may not be present.
Theorem 2.5.2. Let m(s) be a flag multiplier on S, adapted to the flag
[Uj]. Define
m~ (s, y)=m(s) / \ | y1 ||(s, y)|+ / \
| y2 |
|(s2 , y2 , ..., sn , yn)|+ } } } / \
| yn |
|(sn , yn)|+ ,
where / is a smooth function on the line, supported on a small neighborhood
of 0, and with /(0)=1. Then m~ is a flag multiplier on X$, adapted to the flag
[V$j], and m~ | S=m.
Proof. We apply Proposition 2.3.7 again. Let v1 , ..., vl homogeneous
vectors in X$, and consider the iterated derivative of m~ in these directions.
We distribute the derivatives on the various factors. As the product of the
factors involving / is a flag multiplier, derivatives falling on these terms will
contribute correctly to the required estimates.
It is therefore sufficient to consider the case where all the derivatives fall
on m(s). Denote by v any of the given vectors, and assume that v # V$j .
Then only its S-component vS will be effective, and it will contribute to the
estimate by a factor d(s, Uj&1)&*, if * is the degree of homogeneity of vS
(and of v). Since
| yk |c |(sk , yk , ..., sn , yn)|,
on the support of m~ , it follows by induction that if the support of / is small
enough, then
| yk |C( |sk |+ } } } +|sn | ).
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Therefore, if !=(s, y),
d(!, V$j&1)C( |sj |+| yj |+ } } } +|sn |+ | yn | )
C( |sj |+ } } } +|sn | )
Cd(s, Uj&1).
This proves the estimates for m~ . K
The dual statement for flag kernels immediately follows.
Corollary 2.5.3. Let [Vj] be a homogeneous flag on the space X, and
let H be a homogeneous subspace of X not containing V1 . If f is a Schwartz
function on XH, then the expression
(K  , f ) =| K(x)( f b ?)(x) dx,
where ? is the canonical projection of X on XH, defines a distribution K  on
XH, which is a flag kernel adapted to the flag [?(Vj)].
Conversely, given any flag kernel K on XH adapted to [?(Vj)], there
exists a flag kernel K> on X, adapted to [Vj], such that (K>) =K.
2.6. Convolution Operators with Flag Kernels
The proof of the following theorem is essentially contained in Theorem
4.4 of [MRS95]. It is based on a version of the Caldero n reproducing
formula for homogeneous groups that is proved in [FS82b]. For the
Abelian case, the results go back to [FS82a].
Theorem 2.6.1. Let G=G1_ } } } _Gn the direct product of homo-
geneous nilpotent groups, and let K be a product kernel on G, relative to the
given decomposition. Then the operator Tf =f V K is bounded on L p(G)
for 1<p<.
In particular Euclidean convolution with every product kernel on RN,
relative to any homogeneous decomposition of the space, gives a bounded
operator for 1<p<. Since flag kernels are in particular product kernels,
we immediately have a boundedness result for convolution operator with
flag kernels on homogeneous nilpotent groups, provided there is a gradation
[Gj], associated to the given flag, such that the Gj are subgroups commuting
with each other.
We need to consider a more general class of flags on homogeneous
nilpotent groups. As usual, we identify the group G with its Lie algebra g,
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via the exponential map, and we think of the flags as sitting in the Lie
algebra.
Definition 2.6.2. A flag [Vj]/g is normal if
(1) each Vj is a homogeneous subalgebra of g;
(2) there exists an associated homogeneous gradation [Wj] such
that [Wi , Wj]=0 for i{ j.
Theorem 2.6.3. Let K be a normal flag kernel on G. Then the operator
Tf =f V K is bounded on L p for 1<p<.
Proof. Let gj be the subalgebra of g generated by Wj , and let g~ be the
direct sum of the gj . Then the map
?: g~ % (X1 , ..., Xn) [ X1+ } } } +Xn # g
is a homomorphism of Lie algebras, so that gtg~ ker ?. On g~ consider the
flag V j=g1  } } } gj , so that ?(V j)=V j . Observe that V1=g1 is not
contained in ker ?. We can then apply Corollary 2.5.3 to obtain a flag
kernel K> on G , adapted to the flag [V j] and such that (K>) =K. By the
previous remarks, K> defines a bounded convolution operator on L p(G )
for 1<p<.
The conclusion will then follow by transference. Let \ be the uniformly
bounded representation of G on L p(G), given by \(g~ ) f =f b R?(g~ ) , where R
denotes right translation in G. Assume first that K> # L1. Then
f V K=|
G
K>(g~ ) \(g~ &1) f dg~ ,
so that the transference method [CW77] can be applied.
To remove the condition K> # L1, we use an approximation argument,
involving the Euclidean Fourier transform m=K of K. The multiplier m(!)
can be approximated by flag multipliers mk(!), which satisfy the estimates
(2.3.5) uniformly, and are smooth functions with compact support, supported
away from the set where some !j=0. Therefore also the extended mutipliers
m~ k (according to Theorem 2.5.2), are smooth functions with compact support,
and they satisfy the estimates (2.3.5) uniformly. So the corresponding kernels
K>k are in L
1 and satisfy the flag kernel estimates uniformly. So the convolution
operators Tk f =f V (F&1mk) on G are uniformly bounded on L p. The
conclusion follows by a limit argument. K
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Remark 2.6.4. The previous result shows that a normal flag on a nilpotent
group G arises as the quotient of a product of nilpotent groups. Conversely,
every such quotient leads to a normal flag.
2.7. Composition of Flag Kernels
For further applications below it is useful to have the following approxima-
tion property.
Proposition 2.7.1. Let K be given as in Corollary 2.4.4, and denote by
KN the sub-sum of (2.4.3) taken over those I=(i1 , ..., in) for which |i1 |+
|i2 | } } } + |in |N. Define TN( f )= f V KN . Whenever f # L p(G), 1<p<,
the TN( f ) converges to T( f ) in L p norm, as N  .
Proof. The fact that the KN satisfy the flag kernel conditions uniformly
in N follows immediately from the proof of Corollary 2.4.4. Thus, by the
argument of Theorem 2.6.3, the operators TN are uniformly bounded in the
L p norm. Since KN  K in the sense of distributions, it is easy to conclude
that TN f  Tf weakly. But the proof of strong convergence (which will be
needed in dealing with products of operators) does not seem to follow
directly from these considerations.
In view of the uniform boundedness of the operators [TN], it suffices to
prove that TN( f ) converges in the norm for a dense subset of f. We shall
do this for f # C 0 (G). Fix such an f, and it will suffice to see that
& f V . (I )I &L pc 2
&ap ( |i1 | +|i2 | } } } +|in | ) (2.7.1)
for some ap>0, where 1<p<.
With I=(i1 , i2 , ..., in), i1i2 } } } in , we make two different estimates.
The first is the trivial bound,
& f V .(I )I &L pc 2
&d(I )(1&1p), (2.7.2)
where d(I )=i1 Q1+ } } } +in Qn . Indeed, & f V .(I )I &Lp& f &L1 &.
(I )
I &Lp , but
&. (I )I &L p=2
&|I | \| |.I (2&Ix )| p dx+
1p
=2&d(I)(1&1p) &.I &L p ,
proving (2.7.2).
Since i1i2 } } } in , this estimate will guarantee (2.7.1), when in0,
with ap=minj (Q j)(1&1p). To deal with the case in<0, we shall see that
it suffices to prove that
& f V .(I )I &Lc 2
*in, for some *>0. (2.7.3)
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We recall the identification of G with its Lie algebra, and the resulting
identification of the Vj=W1  } } } Wj with sub-algebras and hence sub-
groups of G. We single out for special consideration the sub-spaces Vn&1
and Wn , and in terms of the coordinate system x=(x1 , ..., xn) adapted to
our gradation we write x=(x , xn), with x # Vn&1 , and xn # Wn . Similarly
for any y # G, we set y=( y , yn), y # Vn&1 , and yn # Vn . We then claim:
(a) x } y=(x } y +#(xn , yn), +(xn , yn)). Here x } y is the group
product in G, x } y is the product in Vn&1 , and # and + are appropriate
polynomials in xn and yn , with # taking its values in Vn&1 , and + in Wn .
(b) The function +: Wn_Wn  Wn has the property that if yn is
bounded, and +(xn , yn) is bounded, then xn is bounded.
Incidentally, (a) has the interpretation that any left-invariant vector
fields belonging to the sub-space Wn of the Lie algebra, when expressed in
the coordinates (x1 , x2 , ..., xn), has its coefficients depending on xn only.
In our identification of G with its Lie algebra, x corresponds to
exp(x } X +xn } Xn) and y corresponds to exp( y } X + yn } Xn). In this schematic
notation X represents a basis of the vector fields in Vn&1 , and Xn a basis for
those in Wn . Then x } y corresponds to exp(x } X +xn } Xn) exp( y } X + yn } Xn).
To this we apply the CampbellHausdorff formula, keeping in mind that
since G is automatically nilpotent, only finitely many repeated commutators
are involved. Moreover, since [W i , Wj]=0, i{ j implies [Vn&1 , Wn]=0,
we have that
[a } X +b } Xn , c } X +d } Xn]=[a } X , c } X ]+[b } Xn , d } Xn].
The first term on the right is in Vn&1 . The second term can be written as
U1+U2 , where U1 # Wn , U2 # Vn&1 , but U2 commutes with Vn&1 .
Repeated application of this gives assertion (a).
Next, choose a coordinate system for Wn (see Sect. 1) so that if xn=
(x in } } } x
m
n ), the coordinate x
j
n is homogeneous of degree *
j
n under the
dilations, and the * j=* jn are increasing with j. Write accordingly +(xn , yn)
=(+ j (xn , yn))mj=1 , where +
j (xn , yn) is homogeneous of degree * j. Then
+ j (xn , yn)=x jn+ y
j
n+Q
j (xn , yn), where Q j is a homogeneous polynomial
of degree *j , with Q j (xn , 0)#Q j (0, yn)#0. Thus Q j (xn , yn) can involve
only xkn y
k
n for k< j. We can then argue by induction, beginning with the
fact that necessarily Q1(xn , yn)#0, which implies that x1n is bounded (if y
1
n
and +1(xn , yn) are bounded). From this it follows that x2n is bounded, etc.
So (b) is also proved.
Returning to (2.7.3) we write, using (a),
( f V .(I )I )(x , xn)=| f (x } y &1+#(xn , &yn), +(xn , &yn)) . (I )I ( y , yn) dy dyn .
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In the integral replace f (x } y &1+#(xn , &yn), +(xn , &yn)) by
f (x } y &1+#(xn , &yn), +(xn , &yn))& f (x } y &1+#(xn , 0), +(xn , 0)),
(2.7.4)
which we may because  .I ( y , yn) dyn=0. Now since
. (I)I ( y)=2
&I.I (2&i1y1 , ..., 2&in yn),
the support condition forces | yn |2 incc, and the support condition on
f forces +(xn , yn) to lie in a bounded set, and hence that xn be bounded,
by property (b). Since f is a C1 function, the mean-value theorem gives as
an estimate for (2.7.4),
A( | y1n |+ } } } +| y
m
n | )A | yn |
*
with *=min(* jn), A independent x, and | yn | the homogeneous norm of yn .
Inserting this in the integral gives supx | f V . (I )I (x) |  A  | yn |
*_
|. (I )(I )( y , yn)| dy dynA2
*in, and (2.7.3) is established. Since & f V . (I )I &L1
& f &L1 &. (I )I &L1A
1 we get from (2.7.3)
& f V . (I )I &L pc 2
*(1&1p) in, for in<0. (2.7.3$)
Now if in  0, since then all i j are positive, d(I ) = nj = 1 ij Qj 
min(Qj) nj=1 |i j |, then (2.7.2) gives (2.7.1). Next suppose in<0, and
assume first that i1c |in | where c is a large constant (to be chosen
momentarily). Since ikin , kn, we have that nj=2 Qj ijc$(&|in | ) and
thus
:
n
j=1
Qj ij=Q1 i1+ :
n
j=2
Qj ijQ1 i1&c$( |in | )\Q1&c$c + i1 .
Thus if we choose c so large so that Q1&c$c is strictly positive, and note
that i1ij , all j, we get that (2.7.2) implies (2.7.1). Finally, suppose in<0
and i1<c |in |. We have inijc |in |, all j, and hence |in |=&in 1nc ( |i1 |
+|i2 | } } } +|in | ). Thus (2.7.3$) implies (2.7.1), and the proposition is
proved. K
Theorem 2.7.2. The convolution operators, with flag kernels adapted to
a fixed flag, form an algebra.
Proof. We consider first the case when G is a direct product G=G1_
G2 } } } _Gn , and the flag is given by Vj=G1_ } } } _Gj_[0] } } } _[0],
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1 jn. Suppose K and K$ are flag kernels for this flag. Then by Corollary
2.4.4 we can write
K= :
i1i2 } } } in
. (I )I , K$= :
j1 j2 } } }  jn
.J$(J )
for appropriate .I and .$J . The main point will be to prove that the sum
:
j1j2 } } } jn
i1i2 } } } in
. (I )I V .J$
(J)
converges to a flag kernel. To show this we observe that
. (I )I V .J$
(J )=#I, J  (L)I, J , (2.7.5)
where the following holds:
(i) The I, J range (as I and J vary) over a bounded set of C 
functions with support in a fixed compact set.
(ii) Here L=max(I, J), i.e., L=(l1 , l2 , ..., ln) where lr=max(ir , jr),
1rn.
(iii) The scalars #I, J satisfy the inequality
|#I, J |A2&a( |i1& j1 |+ } } } +|in& jn | ),
for some positive a.
(iv) Each (L)I, J satisfies the cancellation property (2.2.2).
To prove these properties we use the dilations x2&Lx=(2&l1x1 , ..., 2&lnxn),
which are in the product case automorphisms of G. Applying this to both
sides of (2.7.5) reduces matters to considering the special case L=0, i.e.,
max(I, J)=(0, 0, ..., 0), which means in particular that ir0, and jr0, for
all r. In this situation both .(I )I and .J$
(J ) are supported in the set where
|xj |c, all j. Thus . (I )I V .J$
(J) are supported in a fixed compact set.
Next we majorize these functions. We consider first the x1 variable and
assume that i1=0 and j10 (the alternative situation, j1=0, can be
argued similarly as seen below). We then have
(. (I )I V .J$
(J ))(x1 , ..., xn)
=| .I (x1 } y&11 , ...) 2& j1Q1 } } } .$J(2& j1 y1 , ...) dy1 } } } dyn .
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In this integral we replace .I (x1 } y&11 , ...) by .I (x1 , ...), as we may
because of the cancellation condition satisfied by .$J . We then invoke the
mean-value inequality ((1.33) in [FoS]) which states
|.(x1 } y&11 )&.(x1)|c | y1 |
* sup
|z1 |c1 | y1 |
:
k
|Xk(.)(x1 } z1)|, if | y1 |c$.
(2.7.6)
Here * is the minimum of the exponents of the dilations for G, and [Xk]
is a basis of the left-invariant vector fields in G1 ; also c, c1 , and c$ are
appropriate constants. Because of the support property of .$J , inserting this
inequality leads to an additional factor O(2 j1*) because of the factor | y1 | *
in (2.7.6). If we carry out the indicated integration we then see that
|. (I)I V .J$
(J ) |c 2*j1 )=c 2&* |i1& j1 |. (2.7.7)
We next consider the derivatives with respect to the x1 variable. Since
the function . (I )I V .J$
(J) has compact support, it suffices to estimate the
action of a basis of right-invariant vector fields. Let XR be such a vector
field. Then
XR(. (I )I V .
(J)
J )=(X
R.I ) (I ) V . (J)J
and this is again majorized by c$2&* |i1& j1 |. The same estimates hold for
higher derivatives. If instead of i1=0, we had j1=0, we could argue
similarly, reversing the roles of .I and .$J , and left and right invariance.
Combining similar estimates which involve the 2nd, 3rd, ... n th index, then
easily gives the proof of assertions (i)(iii), with a=*n. The cancellation
condition (iv) follows immediately from that holding for .I (or .$J).
We now consider the sum
:
I, J
. (I)I V .J$
(J )= :
I, J
#I, J (K)I, J , (2.7.8)
with K=max(I, J) and rewrite this as
:
k1k2 } } } kn
8 (K)K , (2.7.9)
where
8K= :
max(I, J )=K
I, J
#I, J .I, J .
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We observe that the sum (2.7.9) satisfies all the conditions in Corollary
2.4.4 that guarantees it converges to a flag kernel, once we verify that
:
max(I, J )=K
I, J
|#I, J |A,
with A independent of K.
However, this is immediate because of the estimate (iii) above, if we
notice that
:
max(i, j)=k
i, j
2&a |i& j |=1+ :
j<k
2&a |k& j | + :
i<k
2&a |i&k| A.
In particular, what we have proved implies that if KN denotes the sum
(2.4.3) taken only over I where |i1 |+|i2 | } } } +|in |N, and K$N denotes the
similar sub-sum of the .J$(J ) , then the convolution KN V K$N=KN (a con-
volution of two C 0 functions) satisfies the flag kernel estimates uniformly
in N. This follows of course by taking .I=0 and .$J=0 if |i1 |+|i2 | } } } +
|in |>N or | j1 |+| j2 |+ } } } +| jn |>N. Now let T( f )= f V K TN( f )=
f V KN , T$( f )= f V K$, and T$N( f )= f V K$N . We know that TN( f )  T( f )
in L2 norm if f # L2, by Proposition 2.7.1. Similarly, T$N  T$ strongly, and
hence in view of the uniform boundedness of the T$N , the operators T$NTN
converge strongly in L2 to T$T. Suppose K is the distribution which is the
convolution kernel of T$T. We know that KN , which are the convolution
kernels of T$NTN , are flag kernels with uniform bounds. Since T$NTN
converges strongly to T$T, the kernels KN converge to K in the sense of
distributions. Thus by Remark 2.3.11, we see that K is a flag kernel. An
additional conclusion that will be used below is that the bounds arising in
the inequalities for the flag kernel K are controlled by those for K and K$.
We have thus proved the theorem in the case G is a direct product (with
the corresponding flag), and from this we can deduce the general theorem.
Suppose K and K$ are a pair of flag kernels for the same flag on the
group G which is now no longer assumed to be a product. As in the proof
of Theorem 2.6.3 we pass to the product group G . For each N, let KN and
K$N be the approximation to K and K$ given by Proposition 2.7.1. Set
TN( f )= f V KN , T$N( f )= f V KN . Then KN and K$N are in particular L
1
functions which are uniformly flag kernels. We lift them to G , obtaining
(KN)*, and these are then uniformly flag kernels on G . Applying the product
result we have proved on G , we see that the kernels (KN)* V (K$N)* (the
convolution of L1 functions), are uniformly flag kernels. Applying next the
‘‘ ’’ operation, (i.e., descending to G), shows that KN V K$N are uniformly
flag kernels on G. This means that T$N } TN are convolution operators with
flag kernels that satisfy uniform estimates as N varies. Now if N  , we
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have that TN  T, T$N  T$, strongly and hence it follows as before that
T$T is an operator with a flag kernel, and the theorem is proved. K
3. CAUCHYSZEGO KERNELS FOR POLYHEDRAL
TUBE DOMAINS
As a preliminary example of the role of flag kernels in complex analysis,
we consider the problem of describing the singularities of the Cauchy
Szego kernel associated with a tube over a polyhedral cone. (There is a
general discussion of the theory H p spaces on tubes in [SW71, Chap. III].)
Recall that if 1/(Rm)* is a cone, its dual cone is
1*=[ y # Rm | (\! # 1 )( y } !0)].
The tube over 1* is
T1*=[(x+@y) # Cm | y # 1*].
H2(T1*) is the space of functions F(x+@ y) holomorphic on the interior
T1 1* of T1* such that
sup
y # 11 *
|
Rn
|F(x+@ y)|2 dx=&F&22<+.
A function F # H2(T1*) if and only if F(x+@ y)=1 e2?@(x+@ y) } ! f (!) d!
where f # L2(1 ). If F # H2(T1*), then F(x)=lim y  0 F(x+@ y) exists in the
L2 norm. The CauchySzego kernel associated with the tube T1* is the
function
C(x+@ y)=|
! # 1
e2?@ (x+@ y) } ! d!.
If F # H2(T1*), then
F(x+@ y)=|
R m
C((x&t)+@ y) F(t) dt,
where F(t) are the L2 boundary values of F(z). (See [SW71, Chap. III,
Sect. 3], for a proof of these results. We have interchanged the roles of 1
and 1* in the discussion in that book.)
Note that
C(x)=|
1
e2?@ x } ! d!
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is the inverse Fourier transform of the characteristic function of the cone
1. If 1 is polyhedral, then we can describe the singularities of the distribu-
tion C(x) as a sum of flag singularities associated to the faces of the dual
cone 1*.
3.1. Generalities on Polyhedral Cones
We begin with some background material on the geometry of polyhedral
cones. Further information can be found in [GT56].
Definition 3.1.1. A proper polyhedral cone in Rm is a set of the form
1=[! # Rm : ! } vi0, i=1, ..., n],
where v1 , ...vn are non-zero vectors in Rm all contained in an open half-
space and spanning Rm. It follows that 1 has non-empty interior and does
not contain any entire straight line.
Given any subset I[1, 2, ..., n] let
FI=[! # Rm | ! } vi=0, if i # I, ! } vi>0, if i  I].
Then 1 is the disjoint union of the sets FI . If FI is not empty, we call it a
face of 1. In particular F< is the interior of 1 and F[1, ..., n]=[0]. Some FI
may be empty. This is the case, for example, if some vi with i  I is a linear
combination of some vi$ with i$ # I, or if the vi with i # I lie on a hyperplane
separating the other vi ’s.
The one-dimensional faces of 1 are the edges of 1, and 1 is the conic
hull (i.e., the set of linear combinations with non-negative coefficients) of its
edges. If FI is a face, then its closure is
FI=[! : ! } vi=0, if i # I, ! } v i0, if i  I].
Hence FI is itself a polyhedral cone in the subspace defined by the equations
! } vi=0 for i  I. Observe that the faces of FI are the faces FI$ of 1, with I$ I.
It follows that the edges of FI are also edges of 1.
We select a point from each edge of 1 and call them w1 , ..., wq . The dual
cone 1* is defined as
1*=[x # Rm | x } !0 \! # 1]=[x : x } wj0, j=1, ..., q].
Like 1, it is a polyhedral cone, proper and with non-empty interior. It can
be proved that 1* is the conic hull of the vi ’s. Each edge of 1* contains
at least one of the vi ’s, but there may be more than one, and some vi may
not be on any edge.
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Lemma 3.1.2. Let FI be a face of 1 of dimension d and let J[1, ..., q]
be the set of those j such that wj belongs to an edge of FI . Then
FJ*=[x : x } wj=0, if j # J, x } wj>0, if j  J]
is a face of 1* of dimension m&d.
Proof. If I=<, then FI is the interior of 1 and FJ*=[0]. If I is not
empty, take x=i # I civi , with ci>0 for all i. Then x } wj=0 if j # J. If j  J,
then wj  FI , so that there exists i # I such that v i } wj>0. This implies that
x } wj>0. So FJ* is not empty, hence it is a face of 1*.
If d is the dimension of FI , the vi with i # I span a subspace of dimension
m&d. The argument above shows that FJ* contains an open set in the
linear span of the vi with i # I. So FJ* has at least dimension m&d. On the
other hand, since the wj with j # J determine all the edges of FI , they span
a d-dimensional space. Hence FJ* is contained in a space of dimension
m&d. This completes the proof. K
We call FJ* the dual face of FI .
Proposition 3.1.3. If FJ* is the dual face of FI , then the dual face of FJ*
is FI .
Proof. Since every polyhedral cone is the conic hull of its edges, FI is
the conic hull of the wj with j # J. Similarly, FJ* is the conic hull of those
vi which are in the closure of FJ*. But vi belongs to FJ* if and only if
i # I. K
Definition 3.1.4. A face flag associated to 1 a flag [Vj] in Rm such
that each Vj is the linear span of a face of 1.
It follows from Lemma 3.1.2 that the dual flag of a face flag for 1 is a
face flag for 1*. We want to prove that each face flag can be refined to a
face flag which is maximal, in the sense that it contains one subspace for
each dimension between 0 and m. This follows by induction from the next
statement.
Lemma 3.1.5. Every face of 1 of dimension d<m&1 is contained in the
closure of an (m&1)-dimensional face of 1.
Proof. Let FI be a face defined by (3.1). Among the i # I pick one such
that vi is on an edge. Let I$ be the set of those i $ such that vi $ is on the same
edge. Then I$/I and FI$ is a face of dimension m&1. K
Fix now one wj and consider the projection of 1 j of 1 on RmRwj . This
is a cone and we need to understand the structure of its faces.
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The dual cone of 1 j must be seen on the subspace w=j of the x space.
Observe that this subspace contains the face F*[ j] dual to the edge contain-
ing wj . It is easily seen that
1 j*=F*[ j] .
The faces of 1 j* are therefore the faces FJ* of 1* such that j # J, i.e., the
faces of 1* that are contained in F*[ j] . By duality, this implies that the faces
of 1 j are the projections on RmRwj of those faces of 1 which have wj in
their closure. Finally, it follows that the inverse image of 1 j under the
projection is
1+Rwj=[! : ! } vi0, \vi # F*[ j]].
3.2. The Characteristic Function of 1 as Sums of Flag Multipliers
Let
1=[! # (Rm)* | ! } vi0, i=1, ..., n],
be a proper polyhedral cone with non-empty interior, as in Subsection 3.1,
thought of as a subset of the dual space of Rm. We want to write the charac-
teristic function /1 as a sum of flag multipliers adapted to the various maximal
face flags of 1. This will imply that
C1 (x)=|
1
e2?@x } ! d!,
the inverse Fourier transform of /1 , is a sum of flag kernels adapted to the
maximal face flags of the dual cone 1*.
We begin with the simplest possible case, in which 1 is an octant. This
means that n=m and v1 , ..., vm form a basis of Rm. If w1 , ..., wm is the dual
basis, then 1 is the conic hull of the wj (i.e., the positive octant) and 1*
is the positive octant relative to the vi ’s. In this case, for each choice of the
subset I, we have a non-empty face FI of 1, which is the span of the wj with
j  I. The dual face is the span of the vi with i # I. Hence the maximal face
flags correspond to all possible orderings of the wj ’s. The dual flags
correspond to the reverse orderings of the vi ’s.
When 1 is an octant, /1 is a product multiplier. The flags involved in the
decomposition are exactly the maximal face flags. Each of the flag multi-
pliers arising in this construction, as well as those that will appear also
later, is supported in a sub-cone of 1 determined by the flag, and is identi-
cally 1 on a smaller sub-cone. If (!1 , ..., !m) are coordinates such that the
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subspace Vj in the flag is given by !j+1= } } } =!m=0, these sub-cones are
the intersections of 1 with sets the form
|!m |$ |!m&1 | } } } $m&1 |!1 |. (3.2.1)
We now consider the general case. For the purposes of this section, we
can assume that the set [v1 , ..., vn] defining 1 is minimal; i.e., each of them
lies on a different edge of 1*.
Lemma 3.2.1. The characteristic function of 1 can be decomposed as a
sum of flag multipliers, each adapted to a maximal face flag of 1 and supported
on a subset of 1 intersecting only the faces belonging to the flag itself.
For the proof, we shall use induction on the dimension m, but we begin
with a study of the cases m=2 and m=3.
If m=2, there is nothing to prove, because 1 is linearly equivalent to a
quadrant. If m=3, and pick w1 , ..., wq one from each edge of 1. We take
smooth functions 91 , ..., 9q on R3"[0] such that
(1) 9j is homogeneous of degree 0;
(2) 9j=1 near wj and its support is a proper cone intersecting the
boundary of 1 only on the faces adjacent to the edge containing wj ;
(3) the sum of the 9j is identically 1 on a neighborhood of 1.
Call 1j=1 & supp 9j . For a fixed j, call V1=Rwj , and call V$2 , V"2 the
planes containing the two faces of 1 which have wj in their closure. Pick
vectors w$j # V$2 and w"j # V"2 which, together with wj , form a basis of R3,
and are such that 1j is contained in the first octant. More precisely, if
(!1 , !2 , !3) are the coordinates relative to this basis, we require that 1j is
contained in a set where !1 , !2 , !3>0 and !21>c(!
2
2+!
2
3).
Take a smooth function . on R+ which is 1 near 0, has compact support,
and is such that .(t)+.(1t)=1. Define
m$j (!)=/1 (!) 9 j (!) .(!2 !3), mj"(!)=/1 (!) 9j (!) .(!3 !2).
Then m$j is a flag multiplier for the flag [V1 , V$2] and m"j for the flag
[V1 , V"2], since they both have the form (3.2.1) in the appropriate ordering
of the coordinates. Also observe that
:
q
j=1
(m$j+mj")= :
q
j=1
/1 (!) 9j (!)=/1 .
We now give the proof of Lemma 3.2.1 in general dimensions. As in the
3-dimensional case, we need a partition of unity on the cone which is
homogeneous of degree zero and separates the edges. In order to do so,
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take a vector v0 in the interior of 1* and consider the affine subspace V=
[!: ! } v0=1] and the compact polyhedron P=1 & V. We can assume that
the w j coincide with the vertices of P.
For each j take a neighborhood Uj of wj in V so small that it does not
intersect the faces of P which are not adjacent to wj . Next, for each edge
of P, consider the part which is outside of all the Uj . This is a compact set,
which can be covered by finitely many open sets, each being so small that it
only intersects the faces of dimension d2 that are adjacent to the edge, no
vertex and no other edge. The union of the Uj and these new open sets now
covers all vertices and edges. We now skip to the 2-dimensional faces of P and
take finite coverings of them, and so on. At the end we are left with a compact
set contained in the interior of P. The last open set we take is any open
neighborhood of this set which is contained in the interior of P. Finally, we
partition the family of these open sets in such a way that each class contains
one single Uj and all the other sets in the class intersect only faces that are
adjacent to wj . We call U j the union of the sets in the same class.
We construct now a smooth partition of unity [.j] of P which is sub-
ordinate to the covering [U j] and extend each .j to a function 9j homo-
geneous of degree 0 in Rm. These 9 j satisfy the conditions (1), (2), (3)
above. Also observe that
1 & supp 9j=(1+Rwj) & supp 9j ,
because the inequalities ! } vi0 for vi  F*[ j] are verified on supp 9j by
construction.
We are now in a position to decompose the multiplier, using the induc-
tive hypothesis. We fix a wj and decompose the characteristic function of
1 j as a sum of flag multipliers m~ ( j)k as required, where k parametrizes all the
face flags of 1 j . We then set m ( j)k (!)=m~
( j)
k (!+Rwj) 9j (!). If m~
( j)
k is adapted
to a flag [0]/V 1 / } } } /V m&2/RmRwj , we claim that m ( j)k is a flag
multiplier adapted to the flag [0]/Rwj/V 1+Rwj / } } } /V m&2+Rwj
/Rm. In order to show this, let ? be a hyperplane transversal to wj , so
that m~ ( j)k can be seen as a flag multiplier on ?. We take a gradation on ?
that induces the given flag, with coordinates (!2 , ..., !m), so that
|:2!2 } } } 
:m
!m
m~ ( j)k (!)|
C:( |!2 |+ } } } +|!m | )&|:2 | } } } ( |!m&1 |+ |!m | )&|:m&1 | |!m |&|:m |.
We now complete the gradation on ? by adding Rwj in first position, to
obtain a gradation on Rm. This gives an extra coordinate !1 and the pull-
back of m~ ( j)k does not depend on !1 . Therefore
|:1!1 } } } 
:m
!m
m ( j)k (!)|=|
:2
!2
} } } :m!m(m~
( j)
k (!) 
:1
!1
9 j (!))|.
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The conclusion follows from the fact that |:9j (!)|C: |!|&|:|. As j and
the face flags for 1 j vary, we thus obtain all face flags for 1. Finally,
k m ( j)k =/1j+Rwj 9j=/19j , so that  j, k m
( j)
k =/1 .
If F is a face flag for 1, we call mF the corresponding flag multiplier
constructed above. The same inductive argument used in the proof shows
that for each flag we can find a set of coordinates (!1 , ..., !m) such that mF
is supported where |!m |C |!m&1 | } } } C m&1 |!1 |, and it is identically
1 where |!m |$ |!m&1 | } } } $m&1 |!1 |, with 0<$<C.
3.3. Singularities of CauchySzego Kernels on Polyhedral Tubes
We now want to describe the singularities of the CauchySzego kernel
for the space H 2(T1*),
C1 (x)=|
1
e2?@x } ! d!
which is the inverse Fourier transform of the characteristic function of 1.
It is clear from Lemma 3.1.2 and Lemma 3.2.1 that C1 is a sum of flag
kernels adapted to the face flags of 1*. We want to be more precise, by
showing that the singularities of C1 are no weaker than that. For this
purpose, we say that a flag kernel adapted to a given flag has full singularity
along this flag if it is not a sum of kernels adapted to proper sub-flags.
Theorem 3.3.1. The CauchySzego kernel C1 for D is a finite sum of
flag kernels, each adapted to a maximal face flag of 1* and having full
singularity along this flag.
Proof. The first part of the statement follows directly from Lemma
3.2.1. For the second part, we observe first that the statement is correct
when 1 is an octant. In this case, in fact, C1 is a pure product kernel and
it satisfies the estimate
|C1 (x)|C |x1 |&1 } } } |xm |&1,
for appropriate coordinates (x1 , ..., xm).
Suppose that one of the multipliers m_ constructed in Proposition 3.1
does not provide a kernel with full singularity along the flag F. This would
imply that C1 can be decomposed as a sum of terms either adapted to a
flag different from F or to a proper sub-flag of F. Assume that the size
estimate for a kernel KF adapted to F is
|KF(x)|
C
( |x1 |+ } } } +|xm | ) } } } ( |xm&1 |+|xm | ) |xm |
.
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Then C1 would be controlled by the sum of expressions of the form
(|x_1 |+ } } } +|x_m | )
&1 } } } ( |x_m&1 |+|x_m | )
&1 |x_m |
&1,
for some permutation _, or of the form
( |x1 |+ } } } +|xm | )&1 } } } ( |xj |+ } } } +|xm | )&2 ( |xj+2 |+ } } } +|xm | )&1
} } } |xm |&1.
This is absurd because both these expressions are smaller than = |x1 |&1 } } }
|xm |&1 on the set where |xm |= |xm&1 | } } } =m&1 |x1 |.
Take now a general cone 1. If F is a face flag for 1, there is a cone 1$
containing 1 which is an octant and such that F is also a face flag for 1$.
So we have two flag kernels, mF and m$F , arising from the decomposition
of /1 and /1$ respectively. Since both are identically 1 on a set of the form
|!m |c |!m&1 | } } } cm&1 |!1 |, the difference is supported where |!j |
c |!j&1 | for some j. This implies that mF&m$F is adapted to a proper
sub-flag of F. So, if mF had not full singularity along F, the same would
be true for m$F . K
For later applications in Section 8, we need observe the form taken by
certain derivatives of C(x). Let P(t1 , ..., tn) be a polynomial with constant
coefficients. Let P(x) be the constant coefficient differential operator with
where tj in P is replaced by &@xj . Then we have
P(x)[C](x)=|
1
e2?@x } !P(2? !) d!. (3.3.1)
4. QUADRATIC SUBMANIFOLDS 7A /Cn_Cm
In this section we give the definition and basic properties of a class of
quadratic submanifolds 7A /Cn_Cm. We introduce the  b complex and
the corresponding KohnLaplacian operators gb which maps (0, p)-forms
to (0, p)-forms. We show that each 7A carries the structure of a nilpotent
Lie groups such that gb acting on (0, p)-forms is a left invariant second
order differential operator on the group. Finally, we show that each such
group is isomorphic to the quotient of the product of one-dimensional
Heisenberg groups [H1]
n by a central subgroup.
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4.1. Definitions and Examples
Definition 4.1.1. Let A=[a jk] be an m_n real matrix. Let
Ak=(a1k , ..., a
m
k ){0
for 1kn, so that [A1 , ..., An]/Rm is a set of n non-zero vectors. Write
A(z)=\ :
n
k=1
a1k |zk |
2, ..., :
n
k=1
amk |zk |
2+ # Rm ;
A(z, w)=\ :
n
k=1
a1k zkw k , ..., :
n
k=1
amk zkw k+ # Cm.
The quadratic manifold associated to A is the set
7A=[(z, w) # Cn_Cm | Im[w]=A(z)].
Example 4.1.2. For n1, boundary of the (n+1)-dimensional Siegel
upper half space Un is given by
n={(z, w) # Cn_C } Im[w]= :
n
k=1
|zk | 2= .
In this case each vector Ak=[1] # R for 1kn.
Example 4.1.3. The Cartesian product of n copies of 71 is given by
7 n1=71_ } } } _71=[(z, w) # C
n_Cn | Im[wj]=|zj | 2].
In this case the n vectors A1 , ..., An in Rn are the standard basis elements
of Rn.
We recall the following standard terminology.
Definition 4.1.4. If M/CN is a submanifold, its real tangent space at
p # M is denoted by Tp(M). M is a CR submanifold if the dimension of the
maximal complex subspace of the tangent space T Cp (M)=Tp(M) & @Tp(M)
/Tp(M) is independent of p # M. The complex dimension of this space is
the CR dimension of the manifold. The manifold M is generic if for every
p # M there is a neighborhood U of p and smooth functions \j : U  R,
1 jd, so that M & U=[z # U | \j (z)=0 1 jd], and so that the
differentials \1 , ..., \d are linearly independent over C.
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The defining functions for 7A are given globally by
\j (z, w)=Im[wj]& :
n
j=1
a jk |zk |
2
for 1 jm, and so
\j=
1
2@
dw j& :
n
k=1
a jkz k dzk .
One easily checks that the space of vector fields of type (1, 0) and (0, 1)
which are tangent to 7A are spanned by the operators
Lk=

zk
+2@ z k :
m
j=1
a jk

wj
,
L k=

z k
&2@ zk :
m
j=1
a jk

w j
,
for 1kn.
It follows easily that we have:
Proposition 4.1.5. 7A is a generic CR submanifold of Cn_Cm with real
dimension 2n+m, CR dimension n, and real codimension m.
We introduce coordinates on 7A by identifying the point (z, t+@A(z)) # 7A
with the point (z, t) # Cn_Rm, so that t=Re[w]. We take the basic measure
on 7A to be Lebesgue measure dz dt on Cn_Rm. In particular, we identify
the spaces L p(7A) with L p(Cn_Rm). Note that when using these coor-
dinates, we have the following identifications:

wj
W
1
2

tj
and

w j
W
1
2

t j
.
In defining and studying the  b complex on 7A , we will write the tangential
vector fields Lk and L k in terms of the coordinates (z, t) # Cn_Rm. Set
{t=(t1 , ..., tm ). With this notation, the space of vector fields of type
(1, 0) and (0, 1) on 7A using coordinates (z, t) are spanned respectively by
Zk[ f ]=
f
zk
+@ z kAk } {t ,
and
Z k[ f ]=
f
z k
&@ zkAk } {t , (4.1.1)
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for 1kn. We define real vector fields by
Xk=

xk
+2yk Ak } {t ,
Yk=

yk
&2xk Ak } {t , (4.1.2)
Tj =

tj
.
Then
Zk= 12 (Xk&@Yk);
Z k= 12 (Xk+@Yk).
The commutator structure of the vector fields Zk , Z k , and Tj is easy to
calculate. We have:
Proposition 4.1.6. For 1k, ln, 1 jm,
[Zk , Zl]=0; [Z k , Z l ]=0;
[Zk , Tj]=0; [Z l , Tj]=0
[Zk , Z l]=&2@ $k, l Ak } {t .
Definition 4.1.7. The manifold 7A is non-degenerate if the vectors
A1 , ..., An span Rm.
Corollary 4.1.8. The manifold 7A is non-degenerate if and only if the
vector fields Xk and Yk and their commutators span the real tangent space
to 7A at each point.
Remark 4.1.9. There is essentially no loss of generality in assuming that
the manifold 7A is non-degenerate.
In fact, if the vector fields do not span, the manifold can then be foliated
by a family of submanifolds (of lower dimension) which are non-degenerate.
All the operators we shall deal with are made up out of the vector fields Xk ,
Yk and Tj . These vector fields are tangent to each leaf of the foliation, and
hence the operators act on functions or forms on each leaf separately.
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4.2. The  b Complex
The  b complex on 7A is defined so that
 b[ f ]= :
n
k=1
Z k[ f ] dz k
and then extended in the usual way so as to map (0, p)-forms to (0, p+1)-
forms. The Euclidean metric on Cn_Rm induces an inner product on the
space of (0, p)-forms. We then define the formal adjoint  b* which maps
(0, p)-forms to (0, p&1)-forms. The Laplacian associated to this complex
is then
gb= b  b*+ b*  b .
Let p denote the set of increasing p-tuples J=[ j1 , ..., jp]/[1, 2, ..., n].
Every (0, p)-form can be written uniquely as f =J # p fJ dz J where dz J=
dz j1 7 } } } 7 dz jp . For each J # p set
gJ=&_ :j # J Z jZj+ :j  J ZjZ j& .
A standard calculation then shows:
Proposition 4.2.1. The Laplacian on 7A acting on (0, p)-forms is given
by
gb \ :J # p fJ dZ J+= :J # p gJ[ fJ ] dz J .
Thus the study of the study of gb on 7A is really the study of the 2n
second order operators gJ on C
n_Rm for J # p , 0pn. For example,
gb acting on functions is the operator g< and gb acting on (0, n)-forms
is the operator g[1, 2, ..., n] .
We introduce the following notation to deal with the dependence of
these various operators on the multi-index J.
Definition 4.2.2. Fix a quadratic manifold 7A , and an element J # p .
Set
=Jk={+1&1
if k  J,
if k # J.
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Set
AJk==
J
kAk={Ak&Ak
if k  J,
if k # J,
and set
AJ= :
n
k=1
=JkAk .
Put
Z Jk={Z kZk
if k  J,
if k # J,
and put
(ZZ )Jk={ZkZ kZ k Zk
if k  J,
if k # J
so that
gJ=& :
n
k=1
(ZZ )Jk .
There is essentially no difference between these 2n operators gJ in the
following sense:
Proposition 4.2.3. Consider the quadratic submanifold 7 A defined by
the vectors AJk , where the standard operator  b is replaced by the operator
 Jb( f )= :
n
k=1
Z Jk[ f ] dz k .
Then the operator gJ on 7A is the same as the operator g< defined on the
manifold 7 A by the operator  Jb .
Proof. We see from Eqs. (4.1.1) that if we replace Ak by &Ak and inter-
change the role of zk and z k , then Zk and Z k are interchanged. The
proposition follows from this observation. K
It will be important to write the operators gJ in terms of sums of non-
negative second order operators plus first order terms involving derivatives
in t.
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Definition 4.2.4. The partial sub-Laplacians Lk on 7A are given by
the non-negative operators
Lk=&(
1
2)[ZkZ k+Z k Zk]=&(
1
4)(X
2
k+Y
2
k).
The (full) sub-Laplacian on 7A is given by
L= :
n
k=1
Lk .
Proposition 4.2.5.
ZkZ k= 12 (ZkZ k+Z kZk)+
1
2 [Zk , Z k]=&Lk&@Ak } {t ;
Z kZk= 12 (ZkZ k+Z kZk)&
1
2 [Zk , Z k]=&Lk+@Ak } {t ;
gJ = :
n
k=1
Lk+@ :
n
k=1
(=JkAk) } {t=L+@A
J } {t .
4.3. The Lie Structure on 7A
Each manifold 7A carries the structure of a nilpotent Lie group GA such
that the tangential vectors of type (0, 1) are left invariant. The relations in
Proposition 4.1.6 show that the real vector fields
[X1 , Y1 , ..., Xn , Yn , T1 , ..., Tm] (4.3.1)
form a finite dimensional step 2 nilpotent Lie algebra. The corresponding
Lie group is defined as follows:
Definition 4.3.1. Let (w, s)=(u+@v, s) and (z, t)=(x+@y, t) # Cn_Rm.
Define a product on Cn_Rm by setting
(w, s) } (z, t)=\w+z, s+t+2 Im _ :
n
k=1
Akwk z k&+ .
If f is a function on 7A and (w, s) # 7A , the left translate of f by (w, s) is
the function f(w, s) (z, t)= f ((w, s) } (z, t)). If T is an operator on 7A , we say
that T is left invariant if for all (w, s) # 7A , T[ f(w, s)]=[T f ] (w, s) .
Routine calculations give the following:
Proposition 4.3.2. The product given in Definition 4.3.1 defines a Lie
group structure GA on Cn_Rm. The inverse of the point (z, t) is the point
(&z, &t). The vector fields listed in Eq. (4.3.1) are left invariant, and hence
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can be identified with the Lie algebra of the Lie group GA . The dilations
M$(z, t)=($ z, $2 t) are group automorphisms. The homogeneous dimension
of the group is 2n+2m.
Remark 4.3.3. The group structure GA is determined by the commuta-
tion relations in (4.1.6) and the BakerCampbellHausdorff formula.
However, this structure can also be interpreted as the restriction to 7A of
a group of biholomorphic mappings of Cn_Cm.
For each (z, u) # Cn_Cm, define a biholomorphic map T(z, u) : Cn_Cm 
Cn_Cm by the equation
T(z, u)(w, v)=(w+z, v+u+2@ A(w, z)).
Then
T(z, u) b T(w, v)=T(w+z, v+u+2@ A(w, z)) .
Hence the set of biholomorphic mappings [T(z, u) ] forms a group, and puts
a Lie group structure on Cn_Cm. Moreover 7A is a subgroup which is
isomorphic to GA under the map (z, t+@A(z))  (z, t).
Remark 4.3.4. Recalling Examples 4.1.2 and 4.1.3, the group structures
associated to 7n and to 7 n1 are those of the Heisenberg group Hn and of
[H1]
n, respectively.
4.4. Quotients of Products of Heisenberg Groups [H1]n
Suppose that 7A as in Definition 4.1.1 is a general quadratic manifold.
Recall that Ak=(a1k , ..., a
m
k ) # R
m, 1kn. Define a linear map A: Cn  Cm
by
A(s1 , ..., sn)= :
n
k=1
skAk=\ :
n
k=1
a1k sk , ..., :
n
k=1
amk sk+ .
We can then define a linear map IA: Cn_Cn  Cn_Cm by setting
(IA)(u1 , ..., un , v1 , ..., vn)=\u1 , ..., un , :
n
k=1
ak1 vk , ..., :
n
k=1
akm vk+ .
If (z, s) # 7 n1 it follows that Im[
n
k=1 a
j
k sk ]=
n
k=1 a
j
k |zk |
2, and so
(IA)(z, s) # 7A . Thus
IA: 7 n1  7A .
It is now easy to check the following:
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Proposition 4.4.1. If we identify [71]n and 7A with the groups [H1]n
and GA , the map IA induces a group homomorphism, which we denote by
\A : [H1]n  GA . The kernel of \A is the subgroup
[0]_HA={(0, ..., 0, s1 , ..., sn) } :
n
k=1
sk Ak=0=
which is contained in the center of [H1]n. If 7A is non-degenerate, the
vectors [Ak] span Rn, and hence the homomorphism \A : [H1]n  GA is
surjective.
Conversely, if H/[H1]n is a central subgroup not containing any of the
centers of the individual factors, we can identify the quotient group [H1]nH
with a non-degenerate quadratic manifold 7A . The vectors Ak , 1kn are
the images in the quotient of the basis vectors ek=(0, ..., 0; 0, ..., 1, ..., 0)
where the 1 appears in the k th real spot.
The mapping IA is the restriction to [71]n/Cn_Cn of the complex-
ification of a real linear map from Rn_Rn to Rn_Rm. The derivative
d(IA) maps (0, p)-forms on 7A to (0, p)-forms on [71]n. It follows that
we have:
Proposition 4.4.2. The derivative d\A intertwines the operators  b on
[H1]
n and on GA .
Thus information about the  b complex on GA and on the corresponding
operators gJ can be obtained from information on the complex on [H1]
n.
In particular, if we can establish regularity results for operators on [H1]
n,
we can then use the method of transference in [CW77] to obtain similar
results on the groups GA . Also, the distribution kernels for operators on
GA can be obtained, at least formally, from the corresponding operators on
[H1]
n by integrating out over cosets of the subgroup HA .
5. FOURIER ANALYSIS ON THE GROUPS GA
The object of this section is to develop the representation theory and
Fourier analysis of the groups GA . Together with transference from [H1]n,
this is the main analytic tool that will allow us to establish L p regularity
of the Szego projection operators and appropriate derivatives of the
relative fundamental solutions for gb .
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5.1. Representation Theory and the Plancherel Formula for GA
We have seen that the groups GA are quotients of [H1]n by central
subgroups. Thus every irreducible unitary representation of GA lifts to an
irreducible unitary representation of [H1]
n, which are, in turn, tensor
products of irreducible unitary representations of H1 . A discussion of the
representation theory of H1 can be found in many places; see, for example,
[Gel77, Fol89, Tay86, Ste93, Tha98]. The group H1 has a family of infinite
dimensional irreducible unitary representations on L2(R) parameterized by
a real number *{0, as well as a family of ‘‘trivial’’ one dimensional
representations. The Plancherel formula for H1 depends only on the infinite
dimensional representations. The Plancherel formula for [H1]
n depends
only on a family of infinite dimensional representations on L2(Rn) param-
eterized by (*1 , ..., *n) # Rn with each * j {0.
One could follow this course of reasoning, and derive the formulas for
the representations of GA and the corresponding Plancherel formula from
the known representations of H1 . However, it seems easier to describe
these representations directly and explicitly. Thus suppose we are given a
group GA identified with a quadratic manifold 7A as in Definition 4.1.1.
Definition 5.1.1. For _ # (Rm)*, and for (z, t)=(x+@ y, t) # GA , define
an operator ?A_ (z, t): L
2(Rn)  L2(Rn) as follows. Let . # L2(Rn) and
! # Rn. Set
?A_ (x+@ y, t)[.](!)
=exp _2?@ __ } t4 + :
n
k=1 \xk !k+
1
2
xk yk+ (_ } Ak)&& .(!+ y),
If f # L1(GA), the operator ?A_ [ f ]: L
2(Rn)  L2(Rn) is given by
?A_ [ f ][.]=|||
GA
f (x+@ y, t) ?A_ (x+@ y, t)[.] dx dy dt.
Proposition 5.1.2. For every _ # (Rm)*, ?A_ is a unitary representation of
the group GA on L2(Rn). Moreover, if f # L1(GA), then ?A_ [ f ] is a bounded
operator on L2(Rn) and for f, g # L1(Rn),
?A_ [ f V g]=?
A
_ [ f ] b ?
A
_ [ g].
Furthermore, ?A_ is irreducible if and only if _ } Ak {0 for every k.
The proof is a straightforward calculation.
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Note that the group GA has other irreducible unitary representations,
but they do not appear in the Plancherel formula. Our derivation is based
on two isometries: the partial Fourier transform, and an adapted version
of the Weyl transform. For a function f # L2(GA), the partial Fourier trans-
form is given by F[ f ](z, _)=f _(z)#Rm e&2?@ t } _ f (z, t) dt. The full Fourier
transform is an isometry on L2, and this of course carries over to the partial
Fourier transform.
Proposition 5.1.3. F is an isometry of L2(GA) onto L2(Cn_Rm) so
that
|
GA
| f (z, t)|2 dz dt=|
Cn_Rm
|F[ f ](z, _)|2 dz d_.
Definition 5.1.4. For _ # (Rm)*, the (adapted) Weyl transformation
WA_ maps L
1(Cn) to bounded operators on L2(Rn) as follows. For
f # L1(Cn), . # L2(Rn), and ! # Rn set
W A_ [ f ](.)(!)=||
R 2n
e[2?@ 
n
k=1 (xk !k+(12) xk yk )(_ } Ak)]f (x+@ y) .(!+ y) dx dy.
Definition 5.1.5. The Plancherel measure for GA is the function
D: Rm  [0, ) given by
D(_)=4m ‘
n
k=1
|(_ } Ak)|.
Minkowski’s inequality for integrals shows that W A_ is a bounded
operator:
&W A_ [ f ](.)&L2 (Rn)& f &L1 (C n) &.&L2 (R n) .
However, if _ } Ak {0 for all k, it is also true that D(_)&1 W A_ extends to
an isometry of L2(Cn) with a space of HilbertSchmidt operators on L2(Rn).
Proposition 5.1.6. If f # L2(Cn), then
|
C n
| f (z)|2 dz=4&mD(_) &W A_ [ f ]&2HS .
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Proof. Let .,  # L2(Rn). First assume that f # L1(Cn) & L2(Cn). Then
(W_[ f ](.), ) L2 (R n)
=|||
R 3n
exp _2?@ :
n
k=1
(xk!k+ 12 xk yk)(_ } Ak)&
_f (x+@ y) .(!+ y) (!) dx dy d!
=||
R2n
.( y) (!)
__|R n exp _2?@ :
n
k=1
1
2 xk(!k+ yk)(_ } Ak)& f (x+@( y&!)) dx& dy d!
=||
R2n
.( y) (!)
_F&11 [ f ](
1
2 (_ } A1)(!1+ y1), ...,
1
2 (_ } An)(!n+ yn); y&!) dy d!,
where F&11 [ f ] indicates the inverse partial Fourier transform of f (x+@ y)
= f (x, y) with respect to the first variable x. Thus the square of the
HilbertSchmidt norm of W A_ [ f ] is given by
&W A_ [ f ]&
2
HS=||
R2n }F&11 [ f ] \ ..., (_ } Ak)
( yk+!k)
2
, ...; ...yj&!j , ...+}
2
dy d!
= } ‘
n
k=1
(_ } Ak)}
&1
& f &2L2 (C n) .
This shows that we have the desired identity on the dense subspace L1(Cn)
& L2(Cn), and this remark completes the proof. K
An easy computation gives:
Proposition 5.1.7. For f # L1(GA) & L2(GA), the representation ?A_ and
the Weyl transform W A_ are related by the equation
?A_ [ f ]=W
A
_ [ f &_4 ].
As a consequence of the identity on a dense subspace, we can define
?A_ [ f ] for arbitrary f # L
2(GA), and we obtain the following Plancherel
formula:
Theorem 5.1.8. If f # L2(GA), then
& f &2L2 (GA)=|
R m
&?A_ [ f ]&2HS D(_) d_.
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By polarization, if f, g # L2(GA)
|
GA
f (z, t) g(z, t) dz dt=|
R m
tr([?A_ ]* [ g] ?
A
_[ f ]) D(_) d_. (5.1.1)
In particular, for appropriate f (say in the Schwartz class), we have the inversion
formula
f (z, t)=|
Rm
tr([?A_ ]* (z, t) ?
A
_ [ f ]) D(_) d_.
Example 5.1.9. If GA=Hn , the n-dimensional Heisenberg group, then
m=1, A1= } } } =An=1, and we retrieve the usual Plancherel formula
& f &2L2 (Hn)=4 |
R
&?*[ f ]&2HS |*|n d*.
Example 5.1.10. If GA=[H1]n, the product on n one-dimensional
Heisenberg groups, then m=n, Ak=ek , the k th standard basis element,
and we obtain the Plancherel formula
& f &2L2 ([H1]n)=4
n |
Rn
&?*[ f ]&2HS ‘
n
j=1
|* j | d*.
It is important to elucidate the relationship between the representations
of [H1]
n and GA . Since GA is a quotient [H1]nHA , every irreducible
representation of GA lifts to an irreducible representation of [H1]n. In
order to understand which representations of [H1]
n arise in this way,
recall the liner mapping given by
A(t)= :
n
k=1
tk Ak .
Its transpose map is given by
A*(_)=(_ } A1 , ..., _ } An).
Its range is the annihilator H =A in (R
n)* of HA .
Proposition 5.1.11. Let _ # (Rm)*. If *=A*(_) and (z, t) # [H1]n then
?[H1] n* (z, t)=?
A
_ (z, A[t]).
Conversely, a representation ?[H1] n* is trivial on HA , and thus projects to GA ,
if and only if * # H =A .
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Observe that ?A_ is irreducible, i.e., D(_){0, if and only if the com-
ponents *k of *=A*(_) are all different from zero.
5.2. The Representations ?A_ and the Sub-Laplacians on GA
We now study the action of the operator d?A_ on the vector fields Xk , Yk ,
Tj defined in Eq. (4.1.2), and on the various sub-Laplacians and the
operators gJ of Definition 4.2.4.
The vector fields Xk and Yk generate the one-parameter subgroups of
Cn_Rm :
exp[s Xk ]=(0, ..., s, ..., 0; 0, ..., 0)
exp[s Yk]=(0, ..., @s, ..., 0; 0, ..., 0)
exp[s Tj ]=(0, ..., 0; 0, ..., s, ..., 0),
where the s and @ s occur in the k th complex spot in the first two equations
and in the j th real spot in the last equation. An elementary calculation
using Definition 5.1.1 now gives:
Lemma 5.2.1. If ?A_ is a representations of GA as in Definition 5.1.1, if
. # L2(Rn), and if ! # Rn, then
d?A_ (Xk)[.](!)=2?@(_ } Ak) !k .(!);
d?A_ (Yk)[.](!)=
.
!k
(!);
d?A_ (Tj)[.](!)=
?@
2
_j .(!).
In particular
d?A_ (4Lk)=&d?
A
_ (X
2
k+Y
2
k)=&\ 
2
!2k++(2?)2 (_ } Ak)2 |!k | 2,
which is a modified form of the Hermite operator in the !k variable. Finally,
for any vector A # Rm
d?A_ (L+@A } {t)=&
1
4
q!+?2 :
n
k=1
(_ } Ak) |!k |2+@
?
2
(_ } A ).
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In particular for J # p , by Proposition 4.2.5, we have
d?A_ (gJ)=&
1
4
q!+?2 :
n
k=1
(_ } Ak) |!k |2+@
?
2
:
n
k=1
=Jk(_ } Ak)
=&
1
4
q!+?2 :
n
k=1
(_ } Ak) |!k | 2+@
?
2
(_ } AJ ).
5.3. The HermiteLaguerre Calculus for the Representations [?A_ ]
We want to study the joint spectrum of the commuting operators [Lk]
and [Tj], 1kn and 1 jm, on L2(GA). To do this, we construct
common eigenfunctions of the operators d?A_ (Lk) and d?
A
_ (T j) from tensor
products of renormalized Hermite functions.
The Hermite functions
hk(t)=(2k - ? k!)&12 e(12) t
2 d k
dtk
(e&t 2),
k # N, form an orthonormal basis for L2(R) and are eigenfunctions for the
Hermite operator
H=&
d 2
dt2
+t2
with eigenvalues (2k+1). We renormalize them as follows. If +>0, set
h+k(t)=+
14hk(- + t).
Then the functions [h+k] are also an orthonormal basis for L
2(R), and are
eigenfunctions of the modified Hermite operator
H+=&
d 2
dt2
++2 t2
with eigenvalues +(2k+1). We now take tensor products of such functions
to obtain an orthonormal basis for L2(Rn) which is well adapted to the
representations ?A_ .
Definition 5.3.1. For _ # Rm such that _ } Ak {0 for every k, and for
each multi-index :=(:1 , ..., :n) # Nn set
h_ } A: (t1 , ..., tn)= ‘
n
k=1
h2? |_ } Ak |:k (tk).
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Lemma 5.3.2. If _ } Ak {0 for all k, the functions [h_ } A: ] form an ortho-
normal basis for L2(Rn), and are joint eigenfunctions for the operators
d?A_ (Lk), 1kn, and d?
A
_ (Tj), 1 jm on L
2(GA). We have
d?A_ (Lk)[h
_ } A
: ]=
?
2
|_ } Ak | (2:k+1) h_ } A:
d?A_ (Tj)[h
_ } A
: ]=
?
2
@_jh_ } A:
d?A_ (gJ)[h
_ } A
: ]=
?
2
:
n
k=1
[&|_ } Ak | (2:k+1)+(_ } Ak) =Jk ] h
_ } A
: .
More generally, for any vector A # Rm
d?A_ (L+@A } {t)[h
_ } A
: ]=
?
2
:
n
k=1
[&|_ } Ak | (2:k+1)&(_ } A )] h_ } A: .
Proof. This follows from the results of Proposition 4.2.5 and Lemma 5.2.1.
K
Corollary 5.3.3. The joint spectrum of the operators [Lk] and [Tj],
1kn and 1 jm, contains the set of points in Rn+ _R
m of the form
?
2
( |(_ } A1)| (2:1+1), ..., |(_ } An)| (2:n+1); _1 , ..., _m),
where :=(:1 , ..., :n) # Nn, and (_1 , ..., _m) # Rm.
In order to construct distributions on GA , we also need to rescale the
special Hermite functions 8:, ;(z1 , ..., zn) which form a basis for L2(Cn).
Definition 5.3.4. For every _ such that _ } Ak {0 for all k, the special
Hermite functions are given by
8_, A:, ; (z1 , ..., zn)=(?
A
_ (z, 0) h
_ } A
: , h
_ } A
; ).
Also set
Z_k=

zk
+
?
2
|_ } Ak | z k
Z _k=

zk
&
?
2
|_ } Ak | zk
q _k=
1
2
(Z_k Z
_
k+Z
_
k Z
_
k ).
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The Laguerre polynomials of degree k and order 0 are defined as
L0k(t)=
1
k!
et
d k
dtk
(tke&t).
We shall need the following properties of these functions. The proof of
the following Proposition is essentially contained in [Tha98], although
that reference uses slightly different normalizations and a change of scale.
Proposition 5.3.5. The following properties hold:
(1) If f # L1(GA), then
(?A_ [ f ] h
_ } A
: , h
_ } A
; ) =|| e@(?2) _ } t f (z, t) 8_, A:, ; (z) dz dt.
(2) The functions [D(_)12 8_, A:, ; ] form an orthonormal basis of L
2(Cn).
(3) 8_, A:, ; (e
@%1 z1 , ..., e @%n zn)=e@ k (;k&:k) %k 8_, A:, ; (z1 , ..., zn).
(4) 8_, A:, : (z1 , ..., zn)=>
n
k=1 L
0
:k
(? |_ } Ak | |zk |2) e&(?2) k |_ } Ak | |zk |
2
.
(5) q _k(8
_, A
:, ; )=&
?
2 |_ } Ak | (2;k+1) 8
_, A
:, ; .
5.4. The FourierLaguerre Transform and Multiplier Operators
The FourierLaguerre Transform on GA .
Definition 5.4.1. Given f # L2(GA), we define its FourierLaguerre
transform by
f (:, _)=|| e(?@2) _ } t 8_:, :(z) f (z, t) dz dt
=(?A_ [ f ] h
_ } A
: , h
_ } A
: ).
The FourierLaguerre transform is particularly useful in studying func-
tions f on GA such that the operator ?A_ [ f ] has the functions [h
_ } A
: ] as
eigenfunctions. We characterize such functions as follows.
Definition 5.4.2. A function on GA is polyradial if and only if it
depends only on the values |z1 |, ..., |zn |, t1 , ..., tm .
Lemma 5.4.3. A function f is polyradial if and only if for each : # Nn and
each _ # Rm such that _ } Ak {0 for every k, the operator ?A_ [ f ] has the
functions h_ } A: as eigen-vectors. In this case, the corresponding eigenvalue is
f (:, _).
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Proof. According to Proposition 5.3.5, part (1), h_ } A: is an eigen-vector
for ?A_ [ f ] if and only if
|
R m
e(12) ?@_ } t _||C n f (x+@ y, t) 8_:, ;(x+@ y) dx dy& dt=0
unless ;=:. However, by the formulas in Proposition 5.3.5 and the ortho-
gonality of the monomials z: in L2(Cn), this happens if and only if f is
radial in each of the complex variables z1 , ..., zn . This completes the
proof. K
Combining Lemma 5.4.3 and Proposition 5.3.5, we obtain
Corollary 5.4.4. Suppose that f is a polyradial function on GA belonging
(say) to the Schwartz class. Then we have the inversion formula:
f (z, t)= :
: # Nn
|
R m
f (:, _) e&(?2) @(_ } t) 8_:, :(z) D(_) d_.
We also have
Lemma 5.4.5. Suppose that f # L1(GA) & L2(GA), g # L2(GA), and sup-
pose that g is polyradial. Then
( f V g)@ (:; _)=f (:, _) g^(:, _).
For such function f and g we also have
|
GA
f (z, t) g(z, t) dz dt= :
: # Nn
|
Rm
f (:, _) g^(:, _) D(_) d_. (5.4.1)
Proof. We have
( f V g)@ (:; _)=(?A_ ( f V g)[h_ } A: ], h_ } A: ) from Definition (5.4.1)
=(?A_ ( f ) ?
A
_ (g)[h
_ } A
: ], h
_ } A
: ) since ?
A
_ is a representation
=g^(:, _)(?A_ ( f )[h
_ } A
: ], h
_ } A
: ) since g is polyradial
=g^(:, _) f (:, _).
Equation (5.4.1) follows from Eq. (5.1.1) if we note that
tr([?A_ ]* [ g] ?
A
_ [ f ])= :
: # Nn
(?A_ [ f ](h
_ } A
: ), h
_ } A
: )(?
A
_ [ g](h
_ } A
: ), h
_ } A
: ).
This completes the proof. K
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The Representation Fan. Lemma 5.4.5 shows that the FourierLaguerre
transform is an isometry between the space of polyradial functions in
L2(GA) and the Hilbert space of functions on Nn_Rm which are square
integrable with respect to counting measure on Nn times the measure
D(_) d_ on Rm. It will be convenient to identify the space Nn_Rm with a
subset of Rn+_R
m that is adapted to the spectral analysis of the Lk and Tj .
Thus for a fixed quadratic manifold GA and for (:, _) # Nn_Rm, define
jA(:, _)= jA(:1 , ..., :n ; _1 , ..., _m)
=(|_ } A1 | (2:1+1), ..., |_ } An | (2:n+1); _1 , ..., _m) # Rn+_R
m.
Following Strichartz [Str91], we call the closure of the image of jA the
representation fan for the group GA .
Definition 5.4.6. The representation fan for GA is the set
FA=[(!, _) # Rn+_R
m | !k=|(_ } Ak)| (2 j+1) for j=0, 1, ...].
(The overline denotes the topological closure.) On FA we consider the
measure d+A given by
|
FA
f d+A= :
: # N n
|
R m
f ( jA(:, _)) D(_) d_.
Definition 5.4.7. Let m be a bounded function on FA , measurable with
respect to the measure +A . The joint multiplier m(L; T)=m(L1 , ..., Ln ;
T1 , ..., Tm) is the bounded operator on L2(GA) defined by the equation
m(L; T )@ [ f ](:; _)=m( jA(:; _)) f (:, _).
It follows from Lemma 5.4.5 that the operator norm of m(L; T) on
L2(GA) equals the L(FA) norm of m. We shall see in Theorem 5.5.4 below
that m(L; T) is given by convolution with a kernel which is a polyradial
distribution on GA . In the sequel, we shall define multipliers as restrictions
to FA of functions defined on the ambient space Rn+_R
m. Clearly two
functions on the ambient space define the same operator if and only if they
coincide almost everywhere d+A on FA .
The Relationship between GA and [H1]n. In the special case that GA=
[H1]
n, the joint spectrum of the operators [Lk] and [Tk], 1kn, is
contained in the space Rn+_R
n, and the representation fan for [H1]
n is
Fn=[(!, *) # Rn_Rn | !k=|*k | (2 j+1) for j=0, 1,...].
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If 7A is an arbitrary quadratic submanifold of Cn_Cm with associated
group GA , there is a natural inclusion iA : FA  Fn given by
iA(!1 , ..., !n ; _1 , ..., _m)=(!1 , ..., !n ; _ } A1 , ..., _ } An).
This allows us to view FA as a subset of Fn , which we shall always do in
the future.
Let M be a bounded continuous multiplier on Fn , and assume that
M=K for some polyradial convolution kernel K # L1([H1]n). Then we can
consider the multiplier m=M b iA on FA .
Proposition 5.4.8. The multiplier m=M b iA on FA satisfies the identity
m b jA(:, _)=K@(:, _),
where, modulo the identification of GA with the quotient [H1]nHA ,
K(z, [t])=|
HA
K(z, t+u) du.
This statement shows that, under the FourierLaguerre transform, project-
ing a kernel to a quotient group is the same as restricting the multiplier to
a lower dimensional fan, in complete analogy with the ordinary Fourier
transform in Rn.
5.5. Schwartz Functions and Tempered Distributions
We want to define tempered polyradial distributions F through the
pairing with functions  # S(GA) given by
(F, )=:
:
|
R m
F (:; _)  (:; _) D(_) d_,
where F (:; _) is a given function. To insure convergence, it is important to
have estimates on the FourierLaguerre coefficients of Schwartz functions
 # S(GA). The following result is the analogue in our situation of Lemma
3.4 in [MR92].
Lemma 5.5.1. Let  # S(GA). Then for every integer N and every m-tuple
a=(a1 , ..., am) with aj0 there is a constant CN, a and an integer nN so that
| (:, _)|CN, a(1+|_| 2)&N ‘
n
k=1
[|_ } Ak | (2:k+1)]&ak
_(1+|_ } Ak |2)ak &&(nN ) ,
where &&(nN ) indicates the nN th Schwartz semi-norm.
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Proof. By Proposition 5.3.5, part (5), we have
 (:, _)=|| e(?@2) _ } t8_:, :(z) (z, t) dz dt
=(1+4?2 |_|2)&M ‘
n
k=1
[|_ } Ak | (2:k+1)]&ak
_|| (1&qt)M (e(?@2) _ } t) \ ‘
n
k=1
(q _k )
ak+ (8_:, :)(z) (z, t) dz dt.
We can now integrate by parts and put all of the t and z derivatives on .
We use the fact that |8:, :(z)| is uniformly bounded in z and _, independently
of :, and the fact that the partial differential operator q _k is dominated by
(1+|_ } Ak |2) times a fixed second order derivative, independent of _ and k.
This gives us the desired result when the ak are integers. The full result then
follows easily. K
Next we want to find conditions on a function F (:, _) so that the
inequality in Lemma 5.5.1 implies the convergence of the expression
|
Rm
:
: # Nn
| (:, _)| |F (:, _)| D(_) d_<+
for  # S(GA). That is, we want conditions on the size of |F (:, _)| so that
|
R m
(1+|_|2)&M :
: # Nn
|F (:, _)| ‘
n
k=1
[|_ } Ak | (2:k+1)]&ak
‘
n
k=1
|_ } Ak | d_<+
for appropriate M and ak .
Definition 5.5.2. A function m: Rn+ _R
m  R is a tempered multiplier
if there exist =>0, constants mk0, M>0, and a constant C so that
|m(!, _)|C ‘
n
k=1
( |!k |&2+=+|!k |mk)(1+|_| )M.
Note that every bounded function m is tempered.
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Proposition 5.5.3. Let a, b>0, N>b+1, and *>0. We have
:

k=1
[*1&ak&a+*1+bkb][1+*k]&N
(1+*1&a) if a>1
C(a, b, N) {\1+log+ _1*&+ if a=11 if a<1.
Proof. Split the sum into two parts; the first is where k<1* and the
second is where k1*. For the first part we do not use the term
[1+* k]&N and we get the estimate
*1&a :
k<1*
k&a+*1+b :
k<1*
kb
which has the stated estimates. For the second part of the sum, the term
[1+*k]&N gives convergence to a quantity bounded independently of *.
K
Using the estimate in Proposition 5.5.3, it is now easy to see that we
have the following:
Theorem 5.5.4. Suppose that m: Rn+ _R
m  R is a tempered multiplier.
Set
F (:, _)=m( jA(:, _))
=m( |(_ } A1)| (2:1+1), ..., |(_ } An)| (2:n+1); _1 , ..., _n).
Then if  # S(GA),
|
Rm
:
: # Nn
| (:, _)| |F (:, _)| D(_) d_<+,
and there is a polyradial distribution F on GA so that
(F, )=|
R m
:
: # N n
F (:, _)  (:, _) D(_) d_.
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5.6. Marcinkiewicz Multipliers
Definition 5.6.1. A function m: Rn+_R
n  C is a Marcinkiewicz
multiplier if m(!, *) is smooth away from all the coordinate planes !k=
*k=0, and for all multi-indices : and ; there is a constant C:, ; so that for
all (!, *) # Rn+_R
n we have
} ‘
n
k=1
:k!k 
;k
*k
m(!, *)}C:, ; ‘
n
k=1
(!k+|*k | )&:k&;k.
In particular, m is a bounded function.
Observe that a Marcinkiewicz multiplier has a well defined restriction
to Fn .
Theorem 5.6.2. If m is a Marcinkiewicz multiplier on the fan for [H1]n,
then there exists a distribution K, which is a product singular integral kernel
for [H1]n so that
m(L1 , ..., Ln ; @ T1 , ..., @ Tn)[ f ]= f V K, for any f # S([H1]n).
Remark 5.6.3. In the non-product case (i.e., n=1), the result is contained
in [Fra98].
Proof. We observe first that we may assume that m(!, *) is supported
in the set
[ |*j |2!j , all j].
This follows by replacing m by m$, with
m$(!, *)=m(!, *) ‘
n
j=1
/(!j * j , )
where / # C 0 [&2, 2] and /(+)=1, if |u|1, and by invoking the fact that
the representation fan Fn is contained in the set where |*j |! j for every j.
We next make the assumption that
m(!, *) is supported in [14!k4, all k]. (5.6.1)
In this case we can assert that the corresponding kernel K is a test function
,, which belongs to a bounded subset of the Schwartz space on [H1]n,
whenever m satisfies the support condition (5.6.1) and belongs to a corre-
sponding bounded subset of the testing functions on (R+)
n_Rn. To see
this, consider first the case n=1.
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Expanding m as a double Fourier series in !1 and *1 and then multiply-
ing each term by a smooth cutoff function as in [MRS95], we can write
m(!1 , *1)=:
k
Ck m(k)(!1) n(k)(*1), (5.6.2)
where [m(k)(!1)] and [n (k)(*1)] are bounded sequences in their corre-
sponding Schwartz spaces, supported respectively where 18!18 and
|*1 |8, while Ck is a rapidly decreasing sequence of scalars. According to
Lemma (6.36) in [FS82b] the kernels K (k)(z1 , t1) corresponding to the
m(k)(!1) are uniformly in the Schwartz space of H1 , and of course the
kernels corresponding to n(k)(*1), namely n^ (k)(t1), are uniformly in S(R1).
However, the kernel corresponding to m(k)(!1) n(k)(*1) is K (k)(z, t) V n^(k)(t),
with the convolution in the t-variable. This establishes the case n=1 of our
assertion. The case for general n is proved similarly by expanding the func-
tion m(!1 , ...!n , *1 , ...*n) as a sum of products of functions of the separate
2n variables, in parallel with (5.6.2).
One next observes (still under the support condition (5.6.1)) that
|
Hj
,(z, t) dz j dt j=0, 1 jn.
This follows because we can write m(!, *)=!j(1!j ) m(!, *) which means
,=Lj (,j), with ,j # S(G).
Finally, dropping the support assumption (5.6.1), we decompose m(!, *)
as
m(!, *)=:
I
mI (2I!, 22I*),
where each mI is of the type (5.6.1), and satisfies the differential inequalities
uniformly in I. Hence, if ,I is the inverse FourierLaguerre transform of
mI ,
K=:
I
, (I )I , with ,
(I )
I (z, t)=2
4 |I | ,I (2Iz, 22It).
This is a decomposition in the sense of Eq. (2.2.3) where Eq. (2.2.3) holds.
Thus by Theorem 2.2.1 our proof is complete. K
5.7. Regularity of Operators on GA
Let GA be the group associated to a non-degenerate quadratic manifold
7A . Then GA is the quotient of [H1]n by a central subgroup HA not contain-
ing any of the centers of the individual factors. Therefore a Marcinkiewicz
multiplier m: Rn+_R
n  C restricts to a bounded function on iA(FA), and
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hence defined a bounded operator on L2(GA). We now turn to a discussion
of the nature of the singularities and the boundedness properties of
operators on GA which arise this way.
First, we note that the convolution kernel of every such operator can be
written as a sum of flag kernels. The flags involved here can be described
as follows. Let Gi be the subgroup of GA which is the image of the i th
coordinate subgroup of [H1]
n under the quotient map.
Given a permutation s of [1, 2, ..., n], the flag Fs is given by
0/Gs(1) /Gs(1) Gs(2) / } } } /Gs(1)Gs(2) } } } Gs(n&1) /GA .
The flag Fs is normal in the sense of Definition 2.6.2.
Theorem 5.7.1. Let GA be the group associated to a non-degenerate
quadratic manifold 7A . Let m be a bounded function defined on the represen-
tation fan FA obtained by restriction to iA(FA) of a Marcinkiewicz multiplier
on Rn+_R
n. Then m defines a bounded operator on L2(GA) given by convolu-
tion with a distribution on GA . This distribution can be written as a finite sum
of flag kernels adapted to the flags Fs .
Proof. By Theorem 5.6.2, a Marcinkiewicz multiplier on Rn+_R
n induces
a product kernel K on [H1]n. By Theorem 2.2.1, this product kernel can
be written
K= :
I # Z n
. (I )I
and the sum converges in the sense of distributions. As in the proof of
Theorem 2.4.1, we split this sum into a finite number of parts, each of
which is a flag kernel. By the results of Subsection 2.5, each of these flag
kernels induces a flag kernel on GA by transference. The corresponding sum
is just the distribution kernel on GA associated to the function m. K
Next, we obtain L p regularity for such operators.
Theorem 5.7.2. Let GA be the group associated to a non-degenerate
quadratic manifold 7A . Let m be a bounded function defined on the represen-
tation fan FA obtained by restriction to iA(FA) of a Marcinkiewicz multiplier
on Rn+_R
n. Then m defines a bounded operator on L2(GA) given by convolu-
tion with a distribution on GA , and this operator extends to a bounded
operator on L p(GA) for 1<p<+.
Proof. By Theorem 2.6.3, convolution with a product kernel on [H1]n
is a bounded operator on L p([H1]n) for 1<p<+. By the remarks in
the proof of Theorem 5.7.1 and by Proposition 5.4.8 the transference
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techniques of [CW77] show that the corresponding operator on L2(GA) is
also bounded on L p(GA) for 1<p<+. K
6. ANALYSIS OF THE  b COMPLEX ON GA
6.1. Introduction
Given a quadratic manifold 7A , we want to study the equation gb[u]= g,
and the regularity property of operators associated to this equation. (We
have seen that 7A is naturally identified with a group GA , and from now
on, we shall work with this group.) In general, we cannot expect to find a
fundamental solution for the various operators gJ for J # p . Recall that
gJ[ f ]= :
n
k  J
Zk Z k[ f ]+ :
k # J
Z k Zk[ f ].
This operator may have a large null space in L2(GA) if the first order
operators [Zk , k # J] and [Z k , k  J] have a common null space. The
range of this operator in L2(GA) would be only the orthogonal complement
of its null space.
Hence we can at most expect to construct relative fundamental solutions
to the equation gJ[u]= g. If we let SJ denote the orthogonal projection
of L2(GA) onto the null space of gJ , we want to find an operator KJ such
that
KJ gJ=gJ KJ=I&SJ . (6.1.1)
In this section we prove the existence and study the regularity properties
of the relative fundamental solution operators KJ , the projections SJ , and
the projections onto the null spaces of the operators Zk and Z k . We also
show the following.
(1) There are tempered distributions on GA such that convolution
with these distributions gives the desired relative fundamental solutions
satisfying Eq. (6.1.1). Also the various orthogonal projection operators are
given by convolution with appropriate distributions on GA .
(2) The orthogonal projections of L2(GA) onto the null spaces of the
operators gJ , Zk Z k and Z k Zk are induced by Marcinkiewicz multipliers
on the representation fan Fn . It follows that these operators are bounded
on L p(GA) for 1<p<+, and also that the corresponding convolution
distribution is given by a sum of flag kernels.
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(3) Certain second order derivatives of the relative fundamental
solutions are induced by Marcinkiewicz multipliers on the representation
fan Fn . It again follows that these derivatives are bounded on L p(GA) for
1<p<+, and also that the corresponding convolution distribution is
given by a sum of flag kernels.
(4) In contrast with the example of the n-dimensional Heisenberg group
Hn , not all quadratic expressions in ‘‘good’’ derivatives of the relative
fundamental solutions are bounded in L2(GA).
6.2. Existence of Convolution Distributions for Projections and Relative
Fundamental Solutions
We construct distributions on GA such that the corresponding convolution
operators give the relative fundamental solution operators for Eq. (6.1.1) by
using the Hermite calculus developed in Subsection 5.3. Recall from Lemma
5.3.2 that we have
d?A_ (Zk Z k)[h
_ } A
: ]=
?
2
[&|_ } Ak | (2:k+1)+(_ } Ak)][h_ } A: ]
d?A_ (Z k Zk)[h
_ } A
: ]=
?
2
[&|_ } Ak | (2:k+1)&(_ } Ak)][h_ } A: ] (6.2.1)
d?A_ (gJ)[h
_ } A
: ]=
?
2 _ :
n
k=1
[&|_ } Ak | (2:k+1)+=Jk (_ } Ak)]& [h_ } A: ].
Also recall that the representation fan FA for GA is
FA=[( |_ } A1 | (2 j1+1), ..., |_ } An | (2 jn+1); _1 , ..., _m )]/Rn+ _R
m
with ( j1 , ..., jn) # Nn and _ # Rm. In particular, the flag Fn for [H1]n is
Fn=[( |*1 | (2 j1+1), ..., |*n | (2 jn+1); *1 , ..., *n )]/Rn+ _R
n
with ( j1 , ..., jn) # Nn and * # Rn. Finally, recall that there is an inclusion
iA : FA  Fn given by
iA( |_ } A1 | (2 j1+1), ..., |_ } An | (2 jn+1); _1 , ..., _m)
=( |_ } A1 | (2 j1+1), ..., |_ } An | (2 jn+1); _ } A1 , ..., _ } An ),
and a mapping jA : Nn_Rm  FA given by
jA(:, _)=(|_ } A1 | (2:1+1), ..., |_ } An | (2:n+1); _1 , ..., _n).
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Motivated by this, we define the following functions on the fan Fn :
P k(!, *)={+10
if *k=!k ,
otherwise;
Q k(!, *)={+10
if *k=&!k ,
otherwise;
S J(!, *)={+10
if *k==Jk!k , 1kn,
otherwise;
(6.2.2)
G k(!, *)=
2
? {
0
[*k&!k]&1
if *k=!k ,
if *k{!k ;
H k(!, *)=
2
? {
0
[&*k&!k]&1
if *k=&!k ,
if *k{&!k ;
K J(!, *)=
2
? {
0
nk=1 =
J
k*k+!k ]
&1
if *k==Jk!k , 1kn,
if *k{=Jk !k for some k.
If we define functions on Rn+ _R
n by
Dk(!, *)=
?
2
(&!k+*k)
D k(!, *)=
?
2
(&!k&*k) (6.2.3)
DJ (!, *)=
?
2
:
n
k=1
[&!k+=Jk*k ]
then Eq. (6.2.1) can be rewritten as
d?A_ (ZkZ k)[h
_ } A
: ]=Dk(iA( jA(:; _)))[h
_ } A
: ]
d?A_ (Z kZk)[h
_ } A
: ]=D k(iA( jA(:; _)))[h
_ } A
_ ] (6.2.1$)
d?A_ (gJ)[h
_ } A
: ]=DJ(iA( jA(:; _)))[h
_ } A
: ].
However, it is now easy to check that on Fn we have the following
identities:
Proposition 6.2.1. For (!, *) # Fn we have
Dk(!, *) G k(!, *)=G k(!, *) Dk(!, *)=1&P k(!, *)
D k(!, *) H k(!, *)=H k(!, *) Dk(!, *)=1&Q k(!, *)
DJ(!, *) K J (!, *)=K J(!, *) DJ (!, *)=1&S J (!, *).
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We also have
Proposition 6.2.2. The functions P k , Q k , S J , G k , H k , and K J are
tempered multipliers on Fn in the sense of Definition 5.5.2.
Hence by Theorem 5.5.4, these functions define polyradial distributions
pk , qk , sJ , gk , hk and kJ on GA with the corresponding FourierLaguerre
transforms. We then have:
Theorem 6.2.3. Let 7A be a non-degenerate quadratic manifold. For
1kn there are tempered distributions gk , hk , pk , qk , lk , and mk on GA , and
for J # P there are tempered distributions sJ and kJ on GA with the following
properties. Let Gk , Hk , Pk , Qk , Lk , Mk , and SJ , denote the operators given
by convolution on GA with the corresponding distributions. Then:
(1) Pk is the orthogonal projection of L2(GA) onto the null space of the
operator Z k .
(2) Qk is the orthogonal projection of L2(GA) onto the null space of
the operator Zk .
(3) SJ is the orthogonal projection of L2(GA) (0, p) onto the null space
of gJ .
(4) For 1kn we have the following identities:
Gk(Zk Z k)=(Zk Z k) Gk=I&Pk ;
Hk(Z k Zk)=(Z k Zk) Hk=I&Qk .
(5) For each J # p , 0pn we have
KJ gJ=gJ KJ=I&SJ .
(6) For 1kn we have the following identities:
Z k Lk=I&Qk , Zk Mk=I&Pk ;
LkZ k=I&Pk , Mk Zk=I&Qk ;
Gk=Lk Mk , Hk=Mk Lk ;
Lk=Zk Hk=Gk Zk , Mk=Z k Gk=Hk Z k .
Proof. The first five statements follow from Proposition 6.2.1. Also, it is
clear that the operator Gk is zero on the range of PK and has range
orthogonal to the null space of Z k , with an analogous statement for Hk .
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We define lk=Zk hk and mk=Z k gk , so that lk and mk are also tempered
distributions. It follows from statement (4) that Z k Lk=I&Qk and Zk Mk=
I&Pk which gives the first two equalities in statement (6). But then
Lk Z k=Zk Hk Z k=Zk Hk Z k(I&Pk)
=Zk Hk Z k Zk Mk=Zk (I&Qk) Mk
=I&Pk .
A similar argument shows that Mk Zk=I&Qk , which gives the second two
equalities in statement (6).
It then follows that Lk Mk=Lk Z k Gk=(I&Pk) Gk=Gk , and similarly
Mk Lk=Hk , which gives the next two equalities. Finally Lk=Zk Hk and
Mk=Z k Gk by definition, while Zk Hk=Zk Mk Lk&(I&Pk) Lk=Lk . A
similar argument proves that Z k Gk=Hk Z k . This completes the proof. K
6.3. Analysis of the Orthogonal Projection Operators
In order to study the regularity properties of the operators Pk , Qk , and
SJ , we show that the functions P k , Q k , and S J defined on the fan Fn in
Eq. (6.2.2) are the restrictions to Fn of Marcinkiewicz multipliers defined on
Rn+ _R
n.
Choose a small number $>0 which we determine later, and then choose
/ # C 0 (R) such that 0/(t)1 for all t # R and such that
/(t)={1 if |t&1|$,0 if |t&1|2$.
For (!, *) # Rn+ _R
n set
p~ =k(!, *)=/ \= *k!k + ,
where ==\1.
Proposition 6.3.1. For ==\1 and 1kn, the function p~ =k is a
Marcinkiewicz multiplier defined on Rn+_R
n. Moreover, if (!, *) # Fn/
Rn+ _R
n, then
p~ =(!, *)={1 if *k== !k ,0 otherwise.
Proof. The estimates for Marcinkiewics multiplies given in Definition
5.6.1 follow since p~ =k is clearly smooth away from the coordinate planes, is
bounded by 1, and any derivative is supported where |*k |r!k . Next, if
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(!, *) # Fn , then !j=(2mj+1) |*j | for some m j # N for 1 jn. Hence
p~ =k(!, *){0 if and only if
} = *k(2mk+1) |*k |&1 }<2$.
If $ is sufficiently small, this can only happen if mk=0 and !k=|*k |== *k .
This completes the proof. K
Corollary 6.3.2. For 1kn, the functions P k and Q k are the restric-
tions to Fn of Marcinkiewicz multipliers on Rn+_R
n.
Next, for each J # p , set
s~ J(!, *)= ‘
n
k=1
P =
k
J
k (!, *).
Proposition 6.3.3. Each s~ J is a Marcinkiewicz multiplier on Fn . Moreover
if (!, *) # Fn/Rn+_R
n, then
s~ J (!, *)={1 if *k==
k
J !k for 1kn,
0 otherwise.
Proof. Since P J is a product of Marcinkiewicz multipliers, it also satisfies
the estimates in Definition 5.6.1. Since it is a product of characteristic functions
on Fn , it is the characteristic function of the intersection of the supports of
the products. This completes the proof. K
Corollary 6.3.4. For each J # p , the functions S J is the restrictions to
Fn of Marcinkiewicz multipliers on Rn+_R
n.
We now apply the general theory of operators defined by Marcinkiewicz
multipliers, and obtain the following regularity result for the projections
Pk , Qk , and SJ :
Theorem 6.3.5. (1) Each of the distributions pk , qk and sJ is a sum of
flag kernels on GA ;
(2) Each of the operators Pk , Qk , and SJ extends to a bounded
operator on L p(GA) for 1<p<+.
6.4. Analysis of the Relative Fundamental Solutions
Our next objective is to show that certain derivatives of the distributions
defining the relative fundamental solution operators KJ are also induced by
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Marcinkiewicz multipliers. We begin with a construction on the one-dimen-
sional fan F1 .
Define a function + on R+_R by setting
+(!, *)=(!&*) _1&/ \*!+& .
Note that if $ is small enough, +(!, *) is identically 1 on all of the
Heisenberg fan F1 except for the ray !=*, *>0, where it equals zero.
Similarly +(!, &*) is identically 1 on all of the Heisenberg fan expect for
the ray !=&*, *<0, where it is zero. Both these functions are
homogeneous of degree 1. Also, +(!, *) is supported above the line !=*
and is never negative. +(!, &*) is supported above the line !=&*, and is
also never negative.
We now pass to functions on Rn+_R
n. Let J # p and define
+J (!, *)= :
n
k=1
+(!k , =kJ *k).
Observe that +J is still homogeneous of degree 1 and is never negative.
Thus
+J (!, *)=0  +(!k , =kJ *k)=0 for 1kn.
and this happens on Fn only when
{k
!k
>1&2$ for =kJ=+1
{k
!k
<&1+2$ for =kJ=&1.
Let ’ # C 0 (R) with 0’(t)1 for all t, and
’(t)={1 if |t&1|3$0 if |t&1|4$.
Note that ’(=*!) is identically zero on the Heisenberg fan F1 except for the
line !=* where it is identically 1 when ==+1, and is identically zero on
the Heisenberg fan F1 except for the line !=&* where it is identically 1
when ==&1. Also
+(= {, !)=0 O ’(={!)#1.
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Now set
mJ (!, *)=+J (!, *)&1 _1& ‘
n
j=1
’ \
=j {j
!j +& .
It follows from the construction that mJ is smooth on Rn+_R
n when all
the coordinates are different from zero. In fact, the term
_1& ‘
n
j=1
’ \
=j {j
!j +&#0
in a neighborhood of the set where +J=0. Also, mJ is homogeneous of
degree &1. Recall the function K J from Eq. (6.2.2). It is now easy to check
that we have:
Proposition 6.4.1. For (!, *) # Fn
mJ (!, *)=K J (!, *).
Of course, the function mJ is unbounded, and hence is not a Marcinkiewicz
multiplier. However, it is easy to check that certain multiples of mJ are such
multipliers, and hence the corresponding operators have good regularity
properties. In particular, we have
Lemma 6.4.2. For 1kn, each of the following functions is a
Marcinkiewicz multiplier:
(1) (!k&=Jk*k) mJ (!, *);
(2) (1&’(=Jk *k ’k))(!k+=
J
k *k) mJ (!, *).
On the other hand, we have the following correspondence between
operators and multipliers:
Zj Z j t!j&{j
Z j Zj t!j+{j
I&Pj t1&’ \{ j!j+
I&Qj t1&’ \&{j!j + .
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It now follows that we have:
Theorem 6.4.3. Suppose that 7A is a non-degenerate quadratic manifold.
For each J # p , let KJ be the operator which inverts gJ modulo SJ , given
by convolution with a tempered distribution kJ . The following operators are
bounded on L p(GA) for 1<p<+ and 1kn:
(1) Zk Z k KJ if k  J;
(2) Z k Zk(I&Pk) KJ if k  J;
(3) Z k Zk KJ if k # J;
(4) Zk Z k(I&Qk) KJ if k # J.
Also the following distributions are sums of flag kernels adapted to the
normal flags Fs described in Subsection 5.7:
(1) Zk Z k kJ if k  J;
(2) Z k Zk(I&Pk) kJ if k  J;
(3) Z k Zk kJ if k # J;
(4) Zk Z k(I&Qk) kJ if k # J.
6.5. Sharpness of the L2 Estimates
We have seen that certain derivatives of the relative fundamental solu-
tion give rise to bounded operators in L p, and in particular L2. In general,
it is not true that Z k Zk KJ , (I&Qk) Z k Zk KJ , are bounded on L2 when
k  J or that Zk Z k KJ , or (I&Pk) Z k Zk KJ are bounded operators on
L2(GA) when k # J.
Example 6.5.1. Consider GA=H1_H1, the product of two one-dimen-
sional Heisenberg groups. Consider the operator
g0=Z1 Z 1+Z2 Z 2 .
Let K0 be the operator such that
K0 g0=g0 K0=I&P1 P2 .
Then neither the operators Z 1 Z1 K0 nor the operator (I&Qk) Z 1 Z1 K0 is
bounded on L2(GA).
Proof. Choose . # C 0 (H
1) with &(I&P)[.]&{0. For any function
f # L2(H1) such that Z [ f ]=0, consider the function F on H1_H1 defined
by
F(z1 , z2)= f (z1)(I&P2)[.](z2).
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Note that
P1 P2[F]=0
g0[F](z1 , z2)= f (z1) Z2 Z 2[.](z2) (6.5.1)
Z 1 Z1[F]=Z 1 Z1[ f ](z1)(I&P2)[.](z2).
By (6.5.1) we have
F=K0 g0[F].
Hence if the operator Z 1 Z1 K0 were bounded on L2 we would have an
estimate
&Z Z[ f ]& &(I&P)[.]&C & f & &Z Z [.]&.
Hence, for all f # L2(H1) with Z [ f ]=0, (i.e., for all CR functions on H1)
we would have an estimate
&Z Z[ f ]&C$ & f &,
which is not true.
Similarly, if (I&Q1) Z 1 Z1 K0 were bounded, we would have
&(I&Q), Z Z[ f ]& &(I&P)[.]&C & f & &Z Z [.]&,
and hence
&(I&Q) Z Z[ f ]&C$ & f &.
But
Q Z Z[ f ]=Q Z Z P[ f ]
=Q Z Z P[ f ]&Q[Z, Z ] P[ f ]
=2@ Q

t
P[ f ]
=2@

t
Q P[ f ]
=0
since Q P=0. Hence the boundedness of (I&Q1) Z 1 Z1 K0 would imply
the boundedness of Z 1 Z1 K0 . This completes the proof. K
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This example shows that, in some sense, there is failure of maximal sub-
ellipticity, and that the solving operators do not gain the full amount of
smoothing that is true on the Heisenberg groups H2 or Hn, and that might
thus be naively expected in general. However, the following computation
shows that Theorem 6.4.3 does imply maximal subellipticity on H2. (Similar
arguments work on Hn).
Example 6.5.2. On the two dimensional Heisenberg group H2, the
operator Z 1 Z1 K0 is bounded on the range of (I&P1 P2) in L2.
Proof. If P1 P2[ f ]=0 then
f =(I&P1)(I&P2)[ f ]+P1(I&P2)[ f ]+(I&P1) P2[ f ],
and so
Z 1 Z1[ f ]=Z 1 Z1(I&P1)(I&P2)[ f ]+Z 1 Z1 P1(I&P2)[ f ]
+Z 1 Z1(I&P1) P2[ f ]
=Z 1 Z1(I&P1)[ f ]+Z 1 Z1 P1(I&P2)[ f ].
It is only the second term Z 1 Z1 P1(I&P2)[ f ] whose boundedness does
not follow from Theorem 6.4.3.
The crux of the matter is that on H2, we have [Z1 , Z 1 ]=[Z2 , Z 2].
Thus we can write
Z 1 Z1 P1(I&P2)[ f ]=Z1 Z 1 P1(I&P2)[ f ]&[Z1 , Z 1 ] P1(I&P2)[ f ]
=&[Z2 , Z 2] P1(I&P2)[ f ]
=&P1 Z2 Z 2[ f ]+P1 Z 2 Z2(I&P2)[ f ]
and both of these terms are bounded by Theorem 6.4.3. Explicitly, on H2
we have
Z 1 Z1(I&P1 P2)=Z 1 Z1(I&P1)&P1 Z2 Z 2+P1 Z 2 Z2(I&P2). K
7. FURTHER ANALYSIS OF THE OPERATORS gJ ON GA
In this section we continue the study of the operators gJ , and obtain
characterizations of those operators which are hypoelliptic, and those
which have no null space in L2(GA).
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7.1. Cones and Null Spaces
Definition 7.1.1. For each J # p
(1) Set
AJ (z)= :
n
k=1
=Jk Ak |zk |
2 # Rm,
and for ’ # Rm,
’ } AJ (z)= :
m
j=1
:
n
k=1
’j=Jk a
j
k |zk |
2= :
n
k=1
’ } =Jk Ak |zk |
2.
(2) Set
Z Jk={Z k if k  J ;Zk if k # J.
(3) Set
NJ=[ f # L2(GA) | Z Jk[ f ]=0 for 1kn].
(4) Set
HJ=[h # L1loc(C
n_Rm) | h is holomorphic in zj for j  J
and anti-holomorphic in zj for j # J].
(5) Set
1J=[’ # Rm | ’ } =JkAk0 for 1kn].
(6) Set
1J*=[v # Rm | v } ’0 for all ’ # 1J ].
Remark 7.1.2. By duality,
1J*={v # Rm } _;k0 v= :
n
k=1
;k =Jk Ak = . (7.1.1)
Proposition 7.1.3. For each J # p , NJ is the L2(GA) null space N(gJ)
of the operator gJ .
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Proof. If f # N(gJ), then f # Dom(Z Jk ), Z
J
k[ f ] # Dom(Z
J
k) for 1kn
and nk=1 Z
J
k Z
j
k[ f ]=0. It follows that
0= :
n
k=1
ZJk Z
j
k[ f ], f= :
n
k=1
&Z Jk[ f ]&2.
It follows that Z Jk[ f ]=0 and so N(gJ)/NJ . The opposite inclusion is
clear, and this completes the proof. K
Recall that the partial Fourier transform and its inverse are given by
F( f )(z, ’)=|
R m
e&2?@ 
m
j=1 ’j tj f (z, t) dt; (7.1.2)
F&1(g)(z, t)=|
R m
e+2?@ 
m
j=1 tj’j g(z, ’) d’. (7.1.3)
We have
Proposition 7.1.4. The partial Fourier transform conjugates the operators
Zk and Z k into operators Zk and Z k given by
Zk[ g](z, ’)=
g
zk
&2? z k ’ } Ak g(z, ’)=e+2?’ } Ak |zk |
2 
zk
(e&2?’ } Ak |zk | 2 g);
(7.1.4)
Z k[ g](z, ’)=
g
z k
+2? zk’ } Ak g(z, ’)=e&2?’ } Ak |zk |
2 
z k
(e+2?’ } Ak |zk | 2 g).
(7.1.5)
That is,
Zk( f )=F&1 Zk F( f ), (7.1.6)
Z k( f )=F&1 Z k F( f ). (7.1.7)
Proposition 7.1.5. We have
NJ=[ f # L2(GA) | F[ f ](z, ’)=e&2?’ } A
J (z)h(z, ’) for some h # HJ ].
(7.1.8)
If f # NJ , the support of F[ f ](z, ’) is contained in the set
[(z, ’) | z # Cn and ’ } =Jk Ak0 for 1kn]. (7.1.9)
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Proof. First suppose k  J. Then Z Jk[ f ]=0 implies that Z k[ f ]=0,
and by (7.1.7) and (7.1.5), this means that

z k
(e+2?’ } Ak |zk | 2 F[ f ])=0.
Hence
F[ f ](z, ’)=e&2?’ } A J (z)h(z, ’),
where h is holomorphic in zk . An analogous argument using (7.1.6) and
(7.1.4) deals with the case that k # J. This gives (7.1.8).
Now since f # L2(GA), for almost all ’ we have
|
Cn
|e&2?’ } A J (z)h(z, ’)|2 dz<+.
If ’  1J , there is k such that ’ } =Jk Ak<0. Assume k=1. For almost every
z$=(z2 , ..., zn)) we have
|
C
|e&2?’ } =
J
1A1 |z1 |
2 h(z1 , z$, ’)|2 dz1<+.
Because h is holomorphic or anti-holomorphic in each z variable, this
implies that h(z, ’)=0, and completes the proof. K
7.2. Characterization of PJ=0
We next characterize the case in which the space NJ=(0) so that PJ=0.
Theorem 7.2.1. The following are equivalent:
(1) PJ=0.
(2) The interior of the closed cone 1J is empty.
Proof. PJ=0 if and only if nk=1 N(Z
J
k)=(0). If the interior of the
cone 1J is empty, the support of F( f ) has measure zero whenever f # NJ
Hence f =0. Thus (1) implies (2).
To prove the converse, suppose that the interior of the cone 1J is non-
empty. Then there exists ’0 # Rm such that =Jk Ak } ’0>2 for 1kn. It
follows that there exits =>0 so that |’&’0 |<= implies that =Jk Ak } ’>1
for 1kn. Set
h(z, ’)={1 if |’&’0 |<=;0 if |’&’0 |=.
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Note that h # HJ for any J. Put
g(z, ’)=e&2? 
n
k=1 ’ } A
J (z) h(z, ’).
Then g{0 and
||
Cn_Rm
e&4? ’ } A J (z) |h(z, ’)|2 dz d’
|
|’&’0 |<=
|
z # Cn
e&4? ’ } A J (z) dz d’<+.
It follows that g is a non-zero element of the null space of gJ . Hence
PJ {0. This shows that statement (2) implies statement (1), and completes
the proof. K
7.3. Hypoellipticity of gJ
Theorem 7.3.1. The following are equivalent:
(1) 1J=(0).
(2) 1J*=Rm.
(3) There exist real numbers :k with 0<:k<1 for 1kn such that
:
n
k=1
=Jk Ak= :
n
k=1
:k =Jk Ak .
(4) The operator gJ is hypoelliptic.
Before turning to the proof, we shall need the following geometric observation.
Lemma 7.3.2. If A1 , ..., An are vectors which span Rn, then we can write
:
n
k=1
Ak= :
n
k=1
:k Ak with each 0<:k<1 for 1kn (7.3.1)
if and only if the n vectors A1 , ..., An do not all lie in one closed half space,
i.e., if and only if there does not exist ’{0 # Rm with ’ } Ak0 for all k.
Proof. First note that if we can write nk=1 Ak=
n
k=1 :k Ak with each
0<:k<1, then we can write 0=nk=1 ;k Ak , with 0<;k for 1kn.
Conversely, if we can write 0=nk=1 #k Ak with each #k>0, then if we set
M=2 maxk(#k), and ;k=#k M, we have 0 =nk=1 ;k Ak and 0<;k<1
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for all k. It then follows that nk=1 Ak=
n
k=1 (1&;k) Ak=
n
k=1 :k Ak
with 0<:k<1 for each k. Thus condition (7.3.1) is equivalent to the condition
0= :
n
k=1
;k Ak with ;k>0 for 1kn. (7.3.2)
Now if there exits ’{0 # Rm with Ak } ’0 for all k, then condition
(7.3.2) would give
0=0 } ’= :
n
k=1
;k Ak } ’
and since ;k>0, it would follow that ’ } Ak=0 for all k. This implies that
the vectors [Ak] do not span Rn, which is a contradiction.
Finally, suppose that condition (7.3.2) is not satisfied. Let 1 denote the
closed convex cone spanned by the n vectors A1, ..., An. Then the failure of
condition (7.3.2) implies that 0 is not in the interior of 1. Thus 1{Rm.
Hence there exists ’{0 # Rm with Ak } ’0 for all k. This completes the
proof. K
Proof of Theorem 7.3.1. The equivalence of statements (1) and (2) is
clear since 1J and 1J* are dual closed cones in Rm.
Next, apply Lemma 7.3.2 to the n vectors [=Jk Ak]. These vectors span R
n
by our hypothesis that GA is non-degenerate. This establishes the equivalence
of (1) and (3).
We next show that (3) implies (4). For simplicity of notation, we shall
deal with the case J=<, but the case for general J proceeds in the same
way. Write the vector field Z j=Xj+@ Xn+ j where X1 , ..., X2n are real
vector fields on Cn_Rm. Then Zj=Xj&@ Xn+ j , and
g<=Z1 Z 1+ } } } +Zn Z n
=(X1&@ Xn+1)(X1+@ Xn+1)+ } } } +(Xn&@ X2n)(Xn+@ X2n)
=X 21+ } } } +X
2
n+X
2
n+1+ } } } +X
2
2n
+
@
2
([X1 , Xn+1]&[Xn+1 , X1]+ } } } +[Xn , X2n]&[X2n , Xn+1]).
On the other hand,
[Xk , Xn+k]&[Xn+k , Xk]=2 :
m
j=1
a jk

tj
.
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Hence
:
n
k=1
[Xk , Xn+k]&[Xn+k , Xk]=2 :
m
j=1
:
n
k=1
a jk

tj
=2 :
m
j=1
:
n
k=1
:k a jk

t j
= :
n
k=1
:k[Xk , Xn+k]&:k[Xn+k , Xk].
Thus
g<=X 21+ } } } +X
2
n+X
2
n+1+ } } } +X
2
2n+
@
2
:
2n
l, m=1
b l, m[Xl .Xm],
where the 2n_2n matrix B=[bl, m]=[ 0&A
A
0 ], with
A=_
:1
0
b
0
0
:2
b
0
} } }
} } }
. . .
} } }
0
0
b
:n& .
Since for each k we have 0<:k<1 we have &B&<1. But now we appeal
to the following result of Rothschild and Stein.
Theorem 7.3.3 [RS76, Theorem 15, p. 308]. Let X1 , ..., Xp be real
vector fields on an open set 0 in RN which satisfy the Ho rmander condition
at each point. If [bjk] is a skew-symmetric matrix, then the operator
X 21+ } } } +X
2
p+
@
2
:
p
j, k=1
b j, k[Xj , Xk]
is hypoelliptic if the norm of the operator &b&<1.
By this result, it follows that the operator g< is hypoelliptic.
Finally we show that (4) implies (1) by showing that if 1J {(0) then gJ
is not hypoelliptic. Let ’=(’1 , ..., ’m) # 1J with ’{0. Note that for
1 jm the functions
.j (z, t)=t j+@ :
n
k=1
=Jk a
j
k |zk |
2
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are smooth and are annihilated by all the operators Z Jk for all k. It follows
that the same is true of the function
F(z, t)= :
m
j=1
’j .j (z, t)=’ } t+@’ } AJ (z).
By our hypothesis on ’, we have Im[F]0 for all (z, t). Thus if 0<=<1,
there is a well defined branch of the function F&=. Moreover, F(z, t)=0 if
and only if z1= } } } =zn=0 and ’ } t=0. Let / # C 0 (C
n_Rm) satisfy
/(z, t)={1 if |z|
2+|t|<1
0 if |z|2+|t|>2.
It follows that for some =>0 the function
G(z, t)=/(z, t) F(z, t)&=
is (globally) in L1(Cn_Rm), has compact support, satisfies gJb(G)(z, t)=0
for |z|2+|t|<1, but is not smooth in |z|2+|t|<1. Hence the operator gJ
is not hypoelliptic.
This completes the proof of Theorem 7.3.1. K
Under the hypotheses of Theorem 7.3.1, it is easy to describe the
singularities of the distribution kernel for the inverse of gJ .
Corollary 7.3.4. If gJ is hypoelliptic, there is an operator KJ so that
gJ KJ=KJ gJ=I
and the operator KJ is given by convolution on the group GA with a smooth
function homogeneous of degree &2n&2m+2.
Moreover, the inverse KJ is smoothing in the non-isotropic sense of order
two. If Q(Z, Z ) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree two in any of the
operators
Z1 , ..., Zn , Z 1 , ..., Z n ,
then the operator Q(Z, Z ) KJ is bounded on L p(Cn_Rm) and also has the
usual Lipschitz regularity properties.
Proof. The operator gJ is a left invariant differential operator which is
homogeneous of degree two on the nilpotent Lie group GA . According to
Proposition A in [RS76, p. 264], there is a unique homogeneous distribu-
tion kJ on GA so that for all . # C 0 (GA),
gJ (. V kJ)=gJ (.) V kJ=..
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We refer the reader to Folland [Fol75] or the discussion in [RS76] for
further amplification. K
8. SINGULARITIES OF THE SZEGO PROJECTION ON GA
8.1. Derivation of the Formula
When the interior of the cone 1J is non-empty, the operator PJ is given
by convolution on GA with a distribution. However, unlike the classical
case of the Heisenberg group, the distribution kernel may have singularities
away from the origin. In this section we explicitly describe the singularities
of the distribution kernel corresponding to the projection PJ .
Suppose for some subset J, the cone 1J contained an entire straight line.
Then there would exist ’ # 1J and { # Rm with {{0, so that ’&s { # 1J for
all s # R. It would follow that s { } Ak<’ } Ak for all s. This implies that
{ } Ak=0 for all k, which contradicts the hypothesis that the vectors
A1, ..., An span Rm.
Proposition 8.1.1. If the interior of the cone 1J is non-empty, then the
cone 1J is proper. If ’ # 1J and z # Cn, then
’ } AJ (z)= :
n
k=1
(’ } AJk) |zk |
20
so that AJ (z) belongs to 1J*.
Theorem 8.1.2. Suppose that J # p is a subset such that the interior of
the closed cone 1J is non-empty. Fix a { in the interior of 1J* with |{|=1.
Then for every =>0, the integral
S =J(z, t)=|
1J
e2?@ ’ } (t+@AJ (z)+@={)D(’) d’
converges absolutely and is a smooth, bounded function in L2(Cn_Rm). Set
P=J( f )(z, t)= f V S
=
J(z, t)=|
C n_R m
f (w, s) S =J((w, s)
&1 } (z, t)) dw ds.
Then the projection operator PJ is given by
PJ ( f )= lim
=  0
P=J( f ),
where convergence is in L2(Cn_Rm).
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Proof. First observe that since 1J is proper and { belongs to the interior
of 1J*, there is a constant c{ so that if ’ # 1J , we have ’ } {>c{ |’|. More
generally, there is a constant c{ so that if ’ # 1J we have
’ } [AJ (z)+= {]c{ |’| ( |z| 2+=).
Also, there is a constant C so that
|D(’)|C |’|n.
Now
|S =J(z, t)||
’ # 1J
e&2?[’ } ={+
n
k=1 (’ } A
J
k) |zk |
2] |D(’)| d’
C |
’ # 1K
e&2?c{ |’| |’| n d’<+.
Thus the integral converges absolutely. Using the Plancherel Theorem for
the partial Fourier transform, we have
&S =J &
2
L2 (Cn_R m)=|
z # C n
|
’ # 1J
e&4? ’ } [AJ (z)+={] DJ(’)2 d’ dz
C |
z # C n
|
# 1J
e&4?c{ |’| ( |z| 2+=)|’|2n d’ dz
C$ |
z # C n
( |z| 2+=)&2n&m dz
C"=&n&m&1.
We have PJ=F&1 M &1J PJ MJ F where
PJ : L2(Cn_Rm, e4?’ } AJ (z) dz d’)  L2(Cn_Rm, e4?’ } AJ (z) dz d’) & HJ
is the orthogonal projection. Once we compute the projection operator PJ ,
we conjugate with the operator MJ F to compute PJ . But PJ is the direct
integral in ’ of projections onto subspaces of holomorphic and anti-holo-
morphic functions of appropriately weighted L2 spaces on Cn. Precisely, for
’ # Rm, let
PJ, ’ : L2(Cn, e4?’ } AJ (z) dz):  [ f # L2(Cn, e4?’ } AJ (z) dz) | (\k) J, k( f )=0]
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be the orthogonal projection. Set f’(z)= f (z, ’). Then PJ ( f )(z, ’)=
PJ, ’( f’)(z).
Proposition 8.1.3. Let J/[1, 2, ..., n] and let ’ # Rm.
(1) The orthogonal projection from the Hilbert space L2(Cn, e4?’ } 8J(z) dz)
onto the subspace of functions which are anti-holomorphic in zk for k # J and
holomorphic in zk for k  J is given by
PJ, ’[ f ](z)=DJ (’) |
Cn
f (w) e&4? 
n
k=1 =
J
k Ak } ’[|wk |
2&=J
k (z, w)] dm(w)
if ’ belongs to the interior of 1J*.
(2) The projection PJ, ’=0 if ’ does not belong to the interior of 1J*.
We now conjugate PJ, ’ by the operator MJ F. Choose { # Rm with
|{|=1, and { in the interior of the dual cone 1J* to 1J . There is a constant
C depending on { so that if ’ # 1J we have ’ } {>C |’|. We have
F&1M &1J PJ MJ F[ f ](z, t)
=| e2?@’ } tM &1J PJ, ’MJ F[ f ](z, ’) d’
= lim
=  0 | e
2?@’ } (t+@={)e2? 
n
k=1 A
J
k } ’ |zk |
2
PJ, ’MJF[ f ](z, ’) d’
= lim
=  0 |’ # 1J | e
2?@’ } (t+@={)DJ (’)
_e2? 
n
k=1 A
J
k } ’[|zk |
2&2=Jk (z, w)+|wk |
2]F[ f ](w, ’) dw d’
= lim
=  0 |’ # 1J || e
2?@’ } ((t+@={)&s)DJ (’)
_e2? 
n
k=1 A
J
k } ’[|zk |
2&2=J
k(z, w)+|wk |
2] f (w, s) dw ds d’.
Now
|zk |2&2=kJ(z, w)+|wk |
2={ |zk&wk |
2+2@I(zk w k) if k # J,
|zk&wk |2&2@I(zk w k) if k  J.
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Thus
:
n
k=1
A Jk } ’[|zk |
2&2=kJ(z, w)+|wk |
2]
= :
n
k=1
AJk } ’ |zk&wk |
2+2@I _ :
n
k=1
A kzk w k& } ’.
It follows that
F&1 M &1J PJ MJ F[ f ](z, t)=||
Cn_Rm
f (w, s) S((z, t), (w, s)) dw ds,
where
SJ ((z, t), (w, s))=|
’ # 1J
e2?@ ’ } [(t&s)&@ 
n
k=1 A
J
k [ |wk |
2&2=J
k (z, w)+|zk |
2]] DJ (’) d’
=|
’ # 1J
e2?@ ’ } [(t&s)+2 Im(
n
k=1 Akzk w k)&@,J (z&w)] DJ (’) d’
=S((w, s)&1 } (z, t), (0, 0)).
This completes the proof of Theorem 8.1.2. K
8.2. Evaluation of the Integral
Preliminary Computations. We have the formula
S1 (z, t)=|
1
e2?@ ’ } (t+@ AJ (z)) D(’) d’. (8.2.1)
We first note that by an elementary argument, we can evaluate this
integral. Let B 1, ..., B s # Rm be points on the extremal lines of 1J . If s=m
then 1J is a simplex. If s>m, we can always decompose 1J as a union of
cones [1J, l] that are simplexes and whose extremal lines are also extremal
lines for 1J . Then SJ= SJl with
S1l (z, t)=S l (z, t)=|
1l
e2?@(t+@,J (z)) } ’ D(’) d’.
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Fix such a simplex 1J, l , and assume that its extremal lines are generated
by [B 1, ..., B m]. For ’ # 1J, l we can uniquely write ’= B l xl with all
xl0. In particular,
DJ (’)=4n ‘
n
k=1
[’ } AJk ]=4
n ‘
n
k=1 _ :
m
l=1
[AJk } B
l ] x l&
= :
q1+ } } } +qm=n
C(q1 , ..., qm) xq11 } } } x
qm
m .
Let 10=[(x1 , ..., xm) # Rm | xj0 for all j]. Then we make the change of
variables ’= B l xl and we get
Sl (z, t)=c ||
10
e2?@ (t+@,J (z)) } ( xl B l) D \ :
m
l=1
xl B l+ dx
= :
q1+ } } } +qk=n
C(q1 , ..., qm) ||
10
e2?@ 
m
l=1 xl (t+@,J (z) } B
l ) xq1
1
} } } xqmm dx
= :
q1+ } } } +qk=n
C(q1 , ..., qm) ‘
m
l=1
(B l } (t+@,J (z)))&qk&1.
From this formula we can read off the singularities of Sl and therefore
of S.
Estimates of the Singularities along Face Flags. We can also approach
the study of the distribution defined by the integral in Eq. (8.2.1) by using
the results of Section 3. Recall that if 1 is a proper cone, Theorem 3.3.1
shows that the distribution
C1 (x)=|
1
e2?@ x } ! d!
is a finite sum of flag kernels, each adopted to a maximal face flag of the
dual cone 1*, and having full singularity along this flag. However, by
Eq. (3.3.1),
S1 (x)=D \ 12? x+ C1(x),
where D is the (polynomial) Plancherel measure on GA given in Definition 5.1.5.
Theorem 8.4. Let 0/V1 / } } } /Vm&1 /Rm be a maximal face flag of
1. Then V1=R w1 , V2=R W1 R w2 , etc., where w1 , w2 , ... are vectors on
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the extremal lines of 1. The distribution S1 is a sum of flag kernels
associated to the regular nilpotent flag
Nm&1 /Nm&2 / } } } /N2 /N1 ,
where
Nj=[(z, t) | t } wi=AJ (z) } wi=0 for 1i j].
Remark 8.2.2. This shows that the real singularities of S1 are fewer
than can actually arise by projection of product kernels on [H1]
n to GA .
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